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Abstract
Delivery of subsea equipment and sensors is generally accomplished with unguided
sinking platforms or powered autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs). An alterna-
tive would be to augment existing platforms with navigation and guidance capability,
enabling them to actively guide themselves to their destination, with minimal added
complexity and power consumption. This defines a new class of AUV having 110
propulsion, which we call the Vertical Glider.
This thesis investigates the challenges posed by this deployment concept, and de-
scribes in detail a prototype vertical glider that was built for initial tests. We explore
through computer simulation the specific roles of various operating parameters, such
as control gain, measurement noise, and process noise, on the overall vehicle per-
formance. The prototype vehicle has been successfully pool-tested, and serves as a
baseline platform for open water operations and multi-vehicle deployments.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Project Motivations, Applications,
and Challenges
T here is strong interest within the snbsea oil exploration and oceanographic commu-
nities in the autonomous delivery of equipment and sensor systems t~o precise locations
on the seafloor. Current methods of subsea delivery include powered underwater ve-
hicles and unguided platforms, or landers, which provide a stable frame on which to
mount sensors and other equipment. Oil exploration makes use of a variety of sys-
tenis such as electromagnetic sensors (EMIS), which are integrated into landers and
placed on the seafloor to detect deposits of oil and gas. These landers often operate
at full ocean depths of up to 4 kin, and are generally deployed in a passive manner,
whereby the surface vessel is positioned over the target, the platform is deployed
from the ship and allowed to free fall to the bottom. Once it reaches the bottom,
the lander's position can be determined by ship-based sensors. However, missions of
this type would benefit greatly fronm a guided (delivery. By adding active control and
navigation to the lander, we can eliminate the need to survey deployed sensors, and
greatly improve the regularity of spacing between multiple sensors, which will aid in
the detection accuracy of the sensor system.
In addition to oil exploration, the field of oceanography would benefit from guided
dleploymnents by allowing researchers to place sensors very accurately near spots of
interest. Lander vehicles are used to stuidy fish behavior and population patterns, as
well as to cap~ture live fish to bring back to the surface. Additionally, landers can tbe
used to investigate the water currents near the ocean floor [16]. A guided platform
would allow researchers to accurately return sensors to p~reviously exploredl areas, or
to aid in the retrieval of scientific samplles.
The limitations of current systems present the opportunity for a new class of
vehicle that could fill the gap left, by current methods. However, there is still a
variety of challenges faced by subsea deployment, including efficient power usage,
data retrieval, navigation. and control. In this thesis we seek to:
1. Analyze the broad operational challenges facing subsea equipment delivery mis-
sions with minimum control, through theory and simulations.
2. Build a p~rototyjpe of a new (lass of AUV's clubbed the Vertical Glider Robot
(VGR), and test it to address certain practical questions.
1.2 Current and Prior Research
The field of subsea equipment delivery makes use of a variety of technologies and
methods related to underwater vehicles, communications and navigation. Before emi-
barking on the task of designing a new platform and analyzing its behavior, we must
first discuss time current state of the art and how it call inforin our dlesign process.
1.2.1 Powered Underwater Vehicles
Current subsea equipment delivery methods make use of remotely operated vehicles
(ROy), autonomous underwater vehicles (AUV), and unguided methods such as tow
cables and free fall drops. However, for the purposes of autonomous delivery, these
methods are less than ideal. Because of the high bandwidth needed for manual con-
trol, ROVs require a tether attached to a surface support vessel for communicat ions,
video relay, and dlep~ending onl tile mission, p~ower~ as well. AUVs c.an operate without
a tether, but are exp~ensive andl thus cannot be dleployedl iii the quantities needed for
equipment delivery missions. Deel) ocean AUVs such as the Autonomous Benithic
Explorer (ABE) [271 have the depth capability for a seafloor equipument dlelivery mnis-
Sion, but they are also very complex, and often have more capabilities than what is
needed for equipment (lelivery.
For equipment delivery missions, the main disadvantage of AUV's and ROV's is
that operating aiid material costs are often on par with the value of the eqluip~ment
or sensors being deployed. It is not very cost effective to use a single deep sea AUV
worth $1-2 million to deploy a group of sensors worth only $50k-70k each, especially
considering the costs of maintaining a support vessel during the mission, and the
risk of damaging the vehicle over many successive deployments. By outfitting sensor
platforms with inexpensive steering mechanisms, operators could also de-ploy multiple
vehicles simultaneously instead of relying on a single AUV.
The REMUS AUV is an underwater vehicle originally developed by the Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institution (WHOI). While small and relatively inexpensive, it
requires manpower to deploy and monitor the vehicle during missions, often operating
in rough conditions. Researchers at XVHOI have developed a docking platform to
enable the REMUS to clock, recharge its batteries, and transfer data, while being
protected from potentially damaging ocean conditions [22]. The main feature of this
dockinig system is the utilization of a USBL system as a homning beaconm to guide the
vehicle into the dock. While the vertical glider system described in this thesis travels
further away from its navigation system as it dives, future subsea ecquipmenit delivery
mmssions may involve tracking acoustic beacons on the seafloor, and may involve
clocking mechanisms to p~rovide power and to collect data from seafloor sensors before
returning to the surface.
1.2.2 Passively Falling Vehicles and Gliders
The task of precision underwater delivery does not necessarily require propulsion,
but only steerimng. There is a class of underwater vehicles called gliders that, have
no propulsion system other than their ability to change buoyancy, enabling gradual
descent and ascent. Most applications to glider technology are geared towards long
term, long distance missions over open ocean, which take advantage of the gliders'
strengths, namely that of minimal power usage. One of the more widely known glider
concepts is the Slocum [24], developed by Douglas Webb and researchers at WHOL
The Slocum was developed as two models: one is powered by internal batteries while
the other uses a thermal engine, exploiting the temperature gradients in the ocean
for energy. Other well known glider vehicles are the Spray [19], developed by Scripps
and WHOI, and the Seaglider [7], developed at the University of Washington and
currently being commercialized by iRobot Corporation.
Figure 1-1: The Spray' (left) and Slocum' gliders (right)
The field of horizontal gliders has been well researched, and this large body of
work can assist in the design of vertical gliders. While not as dependent on fine tuned
buoyancy changes, a vertical glider performing an equipment delivery mission would
benefit from precise knowledge of vehicle dynamics, and the design challenges faced
by other glider vehicles that need to change orientation during a mission.
In addition to horizontal gliders, we also sought out current research on vehicles
intended to move primarily in the vertical direction. The most closely related work
on vertically oriented AUV's was conducted by researchers at the University of Rhode
Island, on the vehicle called Mini Ocean Elevator, or MiniOB [6]. The MiniOB is a
testbed vehicle for investigating the dynamics of a vertical/horizontal AUV concept.
A model for the vehicle was adapted from the REMUS vehicle model originally devel-
oped at MIT [15]. Simulations and open water testing were conducted to determine
lhttp://www.bluefinrobotics.comn/bluefin-.glider.htm
2 http://www.whoi.edu/page.do?pid=7545&tid=282&cid=37008&ct=162
righting moments andl vehicle stability, although 110 active control was p~erformled by
the vehicle. The M\/iniOB is intended as a depth p~rofiler for a variety of sensor inca-
surenments and is not intendled to track a target or provide controlled flight. However,
the model developed for the vehicle is specifically oriented towards operating in the
vertical direction, and would be valuab~le for dlevelopinig a full six degree of freedom
model for a vertically oriented glider.
1.2.3 Near Seafloor Operations and Lander Vehicles
In addition to gliders, there is also work being conducted with powered AUVs for
use in near seafloor operations. Researchers at the University of Limerick developed
a vehicle to perform survey and sensor dlelivery missions in uncertain terrain and
current conditions 113]. that can operate in a hybrid AUV/ROV mode. Vertical
gliders operating in complex environments could make use of this strategy to enable
the glider to operate autonomously or manually if more precise control is required.
Lander vehicles could be useful not only in subsea oil and gas exploration, but
in the environmental community as well. On-board sensors can provide critical data
about ocean conditions, such as templerature, salinity, and pH levels. There is also
significant interest in using lander vehicles for monitoring schools of fish, seafloor
boundary layer flow, and sediment analysis [16]. Oiie notable development is the
Aberdeen University Deep Ocean Submersible (ADS, which has been uised to
deliver bait traps to the seafloor to observe the eating lhalbits of fish, and to record
the types of fish encountered using cameras [17].
Another lander platform. the IFMN-GEOMAR Deep-Sea Lander (Figure 1-2), is a
large aluiminum- framed platform for deep ocean sensing [14]. It is generally deployed
fromi the surface and~ allowved to free fall, although it can also be towedl underwater,
and released from the tow cable when the lander is in range of a suitable target.
However, the currenlt state of huider vehicles is as a passive platfornm oil whiich to
attach sensor packages. Tihere is no control of the vehicle's path beyond surface
deployment and~ releasing the lander once its mission is completed.
Ilittp://www.ifiii-geoiiiar.de/iindex.plip?id= 120O0zL=1
Figure 1-2: IFM-GEOMAR Deep-sea Lander1
1.2.4 Underwater Vehicle Navigation
Underwater vehicles face unique challenges in navigation. Methods of navigation
used by land and air vehicles such as GPS are infeasible, due to the inability of
radio waves to penetrate water more than a few meters. For this reason, almost all
underwater vehicle platforms use acoustic signals to perform navigation and transmit
information. Several systems are in use that seek to provide absolute positioning to
vehicles beneath the surface, using precisely timed acoustic signals sent from the AUV
to several acoustic transceivers. These systems are generally classified according to
the distance between the elements of the transponder array.
A common navigation system in use by AUVs is the Ultra-Short Baseline (USBL)
system, so called because the transmitting and receiving elements of the system are
on the order of centimeters apart from each other. This allows the system to be
contained within a single apparatus, except for the remote transponder, and it is
usually mounted to the hull of the surface vessel operating the AUV. Combined with
roll, pitch, compass, amid GPS sensors mounted on the surface vessel, USBL systems
can be configured to report the absolute position of the AUV, or its position relative
to the boat in Cartesian space. The USBL system operates by sending pings out from
the boat to the AUV, and listening for a response with three or more transponders.
By measuring the time needed to receive a response, and comparing the differences
in response times between the transponiders, the system can dletermne the range
and bearing to the target vehicle [23]. The main limitations of USBL navigation
are that X-Y position accuracy worsens with increasng distance between the vehicle
and translponder, and the rate of position updates becomes less frequent. These two
factors wvill be discussed in further detail in simulation in Chapter 3. The performnanc~e
parameters of some commnerical USBL systems are dlescribe in Table 1.1I. The systems
referenced feature navigation accuracies of approximately 0.2-0.3%, of range.
The other system most commnonly used is the Long Baseline (LBL) acoustic posi-
tioning system. The LBL system operates in a manner very similar to GPS, measuring
the range to a target from several transponders. LBL systems provide position accu-
racy that~ is independent of depth, as long as the vehicle of interest is within the net
of transponders [23]. However, due to the use of multiple transponders, LBL systenms
require more effort to setup and calibrate. The GPS Intelligent buoy (GIB )2 provides
LBL navigation coupled with GPS receivers to enable easy sensor calibration.
Additional navigation methods for underwater vehicles include inertial navigation,
depth, altitude, and magnetic sensors. While inertial navigation is common on air-
and spacecraft, the equipment required is generally very expensive, and are only
suitedl for installation on larger underwater vehicles [9]. Howvever, depth sensors,
sonic altimeters, and magnetic compasses are all relatively inexpensive sensors that
are useful not only for providling high-rate measurements, but are also free from the
integrator drift associated with inertial sensors.
The main challenges of underwater navigation are the physical limitations inherent
in acoustic systems, namely noisy measurements and delayed updates due to the
low speed of sound in water (r-1150() m/s). The key to providing a vehicle with
accurate position and velocity information is to either use a system that has minimal
uncertainties for the operating conditions intended, or to utilize multiple systems
that complement each other. Recent research has begun to explore the uses of such
'littp: //www. ufliderwater- gps.com/
Position
System Tlype Accuracy Range (kin) Note
(7of range)
HiPAP 100 USBL 0.2 6.5 low hreq, ultra deep
water
HiPP 50 SB 0. 3 medium depth,HiPAP350 SBL .3 3 medium accuracy
HiPAP 500 USBL 0.2 4 medium depth, high
accuracy
IXSE GAS USL 02 4 portable, integratedIXSE GAP USB 0.2GPS and INS
JXSEA Posidonia USBL 0.3 8 deep, long range
Table 1. 1: Survey of Acoustic Navigation Systems [1, 2]
1hybrid" navigation systems, combining traditional acoustic navigation systems with
either inertial sensors or Doppler velocity loggers (DVL), which are capable of high
resolution tracking of solid surfaces [18.,26]. While acoustic navigation estimates are
noisy and slow to update, they are geo-referenced measurements, and so do not drift
over time. The DVL sensor can provide very accurate, quick updates to position, but
will develop systematic errors over time unless they are corrected. By combining the
data from multiple sensors, operators can dlevelop a more accurate picture of vehicle
position.
Underwater commnmications face the same challenges as navigation systems due
to limitations set by the speed of sound. Tlhe bulk of long range underwater commu-
nications is still carried out through acoustic modems. However, there are significant
limitations to current technology, notably low data rates and unpredictable link con-
ditionls, causedl by sound signals bouncing off undersea structures and the water's sur-
face. Past research in underwater communications has sought to make more efficient
use of bandwidth to overcome signal attenuation and mnultipatm effects, achieving data
rates as high as 40 kb/s [21]. Researchers at WHOI have also implemented combina-
tioni systenis consisting of a surface buoy with radio and acoustic transceivers, which
allows operators to remain on land and communicate with multiple vehicles [20].
The conmmon miethod of overcoming acoustic limitations is to use fiber optic tethers
for communication. Vehicles that run on internal power can use much lighter tethers
than those that dIraw p~ower from the surface. The Nereus vehicle, in use by WHOI,
uses a fiber optic communications tether the width of a human hair to communicate
with operators on time surface [12]. The tether is able to unspool up to 40 kin, and
if broken during a mission the vehicle is able to automatically return to the surface.
If the bandwidth p~rovided by acoustic links is insufficient, a fiber optic tether could
provide a subsea dlelivery vehicle with the calpability needed for accurate delivery, as
well as sendl back video of the target area dlurinig deployment.
1.3 Outline of Thesis
This thesis is organized into the following chaJpters:
" Chapter 2: Concept Generation and Selection - The development of possible
solutions to the problem of precision equlipmnlt delivery, ranging fromn simple
operationial or software changes to entirely new underwater vehicles to accomi-
Jplisii time task.
" Chapter 3: Control Systems and Simulation - An analysis of the dynamics of
a vertical glider robot, the governing physical p~aralmeters, and various control
strategies to effectively guide it; a discussion of the results of computer sim-
ulations initendled to b~etter exp~lore time effects of these paranmeters onl vehicle
performance.
" Chapter 4: Vehicle Designi, Fabrication, and Testing - Thme design amid fabri-
cation of the prototype vehicle, as well as the results of pool tests with the
vehicle.
" Chapter 5: Conclusions - A discussion of the implications of this research,
results, and future work to be conducted.
Chapter 2
Concept Generation and Selection
2.1 ]Functional Requirements
The problem of accurately delivering sensor or equipment packages without fine con-
trol to the seafloor is very open-ended, with many solutions of varying complexity and
cost. We sought to identify a number of solutions that would meet the needs of the
mission, but first we needed to dlefine what the primary mission goals are. Consulting
with researchers at Schiumberger Corporation, we identified a reference platform for
(leliverig electromagnetic sensors (EMS), which operates at depths of 4-6 kin, at a
dive rate of 1 in/s. In free fall delivery, this platform has a placement accuracy of 50
mreters.
1. Deliver the package with an increased accuracy, from current error of 50 meters
(down to 5 meters.
2. Protect the package from physical damage during handling, deployment, and
landing.
3. Maintain vertical orientation of the package, for proper bottom contact
2.2 Seven Design Ideas
During the initial concept generation phase, we developed several ideas that could
accomplish the stated goals, while minimizing cost and compllexity to the current
apparatus. They range from simple changes in operational procedure and software to
adlditionlal hardware to enable full navigation andl control of existing vehicles.
2.2.1 Tr-acking During Descent
Current methods for deployment of electromagnetic sensors (EMS) involve an un-
guided drop, with no tracking during the deployment. Once the EMS has reached
the seafloor, the USBL system on the surface ship begins sending pings to the EMS,
and awaits a response. As an alternative, the operators can begin pinging the EMS
as soon as it is dropped in the water. This provides several advantages. First, the
operators can obtain a larger sample of position (lata as the vehicle falls, hopefully
having enough data, to reliably estimate the vehicle's position by the time it reaches
the seafloor. Currently, the surface vessel mnust spend app~roximnately 30 minutes sur-
veying the area around the EMS drop location before a position can be determined.
Secondly, the p)ositionl updates (luring dlescenlt can provide valuable information on
the dynamics of the EMS craft as it falls. Horizontal drift, random perturbations, and
(live rate can all be tracked using this method. If the vehicle's motion is relatively sta-
ble, this method can also provide information about ocean currents at various depths,
and can informn op~erators about conditions for future deployments. This method is
shown in Figure 2-1, with the vehicle responding to acoustic pings from the surface
(luring the descent.
This method is the most technically simple to implement. It only requires turning
on the USBL navigation system when the vehicle is dleployed, as opposed to waiting
until the vehicle reaches the bottom. Software changes may need to be made to take
advantage of this, but they are relatively simple and inexpensive. On the downside,
this method does not provide any new control of the sensor vehicle, nor does it improve
the stability of the vehicle while in imotion. Additionally, this method requires that
the ship remain stationary during deployment. If engine power is required to keep
the ship in place, the performance of the USBL system may be affected.
-N
Figure 2-1: Racking During Descent
2.2.2 Utilize One-Way Travel Time
The USBL navigation system operates on the principle of measuring range and bear-
ing to a target via the time-of-flight of an acoustic signal. By knowing the speed of
sound in water, operators can determine the range by sending out an acoustic signal
arid measuring the time it takes to receive a response. This requires waiting for the
signal to travel to the vehicle and then return, which at full ocean depth can be a
non-trivial delay, as shown in Equation 2.1.
(Speed of sound in seawater) v,
(Range to surface) R
(Two-way time of flight) TOF
1500 in/s
=4000 m
_2R
VS
TOF = 5.33 seconds
A solution to this problem is to find a way to use the USBL navigation system,
but configure it so that only a one-way travel time is required. This will double
the frequency with which operators receive navigation updates. To accomplish this,
(2.1)
both the surface vessel and the deployed vehicle must be fitted with accurate clocks
whose times are synchronized. The vehicle can be programmed to start sending
out acoustic signals at regular intervals as soon as it is deployed. The benefits of
this method include significantly increased navigation update rates, with minimal
hardware modification. The main technical requirement is imstalling accurate clocks
on both vehicle and surface vessel, and ensuring they are synchronized before each
mission. This is anl imiportant step, as a millisecond difference between the clocks
can translate to a 1.5 meter range error. Recent research and experimental results [8]
have shown that with proper clock configuration, one-way travel time navigation can
achieve navigation accuracies on par with 12 kHz LBL systems. Figure 2-2 shows a
diagram of the vehicle sending out signals at fixed intervals once reaching the seafloor.
Figure 2-2: Utilize One-Way Travel Time
2.2.3 Large Simultaneous Deployment
The current method of EMS deployment is mainly one of trial and error. The vehicle
has no control system to speak of, and so the operators must estimate the ocean
currents and dynamics of the vehicle, arid make an educated guess on where to drop
the vehicle so as to ensure the best chance of the vehicle landing on its desired
location. However, once the vehicle is in the water, there is nothing the operators can
do but wait. This method currently yields drop accuracy on the order of 50 meters.
If for some reason the vehicle lands outside of a desired target area, operators send an
acoustic signal to order the vehicle to release its weights and return to the surface. The
process is then repeated. This entire operation takes about 30 minutes to complete.
A possible solution to this is a simultaneous deployment of several vehicles in
the target area. By representing the vehicle landing zone as a normally distributed
random variable, we can explore the effects of multiple simultaneous drops. Assunme
from this argument,, for a single vehicle the likelihood of the vehicle landing within
one stand~ardl deviation (inl this case, 50 meters) of the target is 68%. Also assume
that there is no correlation between separate drops. If two vehicles are deployed at
the same time, the chance of at least one of them landing withing 50 meters of the
target is 1 - .32'2: .8976. For a dleployment of five vehicles, this probability increases
to 1 - .32 5 .9966. Tlhis relation is depicted on the left side of Figure 2-4. As
the number of vehicles (N) increases, the chance of one landing significantly closer
to the target also increases. Whereas a single vehicle has a 68% chance of landing
within 50 meters of the target, with five vehicles there is a 68% chance that at least
one of them lands within 13 meters. This relation is depicted on the right side of
Figure 2-4. Figure 2-3 shows a diagram of the dleploymnent of three separate vehicles
simultaneously. Upon reaching the seafloor, the vehicle denoted by the red "~X" is
(determined to be closest to the target. This vehiclc is left to complete the mission,
while the other two are returned to the surface.
The idea of simultaneous deployment has several drawbacks, namely the greatly
increased risk of collision of vehicles. If several vehicles are deployed in succession,
there is anl increased chance of them coming in contact both during (descenlt and
upon landing. Collision could cause damage to electronics, structural components, or
affect the orientation of the vehicle upon reaching thme seafloor, rendering its sensors
ineffective. Additionally there is an increased demand on the crew of the surface
vessel for sinmultaneous deployment, who are required to prepare amid deploy mmore
vehicles in a short period of time.
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Figure 2-3: Large Simultaneous Deployment
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2.2.4 Heavier, Streamlined Vehicle
The hydrodynamic behavior of the current EMS vehicle is generally unpredictable.
Experimental observations have shown that the vehicle falls in a manner similar to a
falling leaf, swaying from side to side as it descends. Modification of the EMS platform
to incorporate a stable, streamlined body would allow it to fall in a more predictable
manner during uncontrolled drops, as well as enable more reliable mechanisms for
controlling it should that path be pursued.
By modeling the descent of the unguided vehicle as a random walk, where st
N (0, ~)then the landing error upon reaching the bottom would be represented by:
E00.8
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Jo (2.2)
E(W1 ) orv'-
This random walk behavior is knowni as the Wiener process (synonymous with
Brownian motion) [101. The expected variance of a random walk over time is pro-
portionial to VfT, so by reducing descent time, the landing error can be reduced. The
main disadvantage of increased descent rate is the risk of equipment damage upon
reaching the seafloor. While the vehicle's electronics would need to be shock-mounted
regardless, any increase in descent speed makes proper safeguards for the vehicle's
equipment more important. Figure 2-5 shows a diagram of a streamlined vehicle (in
this case a teardrop shape) descending alongside a non-streamlined vehicle for com-
parison. By descending faster, the streamlined vehicle should be less susceptible to
uncertain ocean currents.
Figure 2-5: Heavier, Streamlined Vehicle
2.2.5 Tracking and Control During Descent"
The concepts described thus far in this section have focused largely on providing rel-
atively simple solutions to the problem of unreliable EMS delivery methods. Many
are simple software changes, while the streamlined vehicle body requires more effort
and materials. The next step beyond a streamlined vehicle is to introduce an active
navigation and control system to the vehicle, which would allow the vehicle to con-
tinually update its knowledge of its location, and be able to make course corrections
during descent to account for any errors in its path. This method and its associated
systems will be the focus of this thesis.
In addition to the increased landing accuracy, an active control system also pro-
vides operators with knowledge of underwater currents, assisting in mission planning.
Over the span of many missions, deployment time will decrease, as fewer vehicles
will miss their mark and need to be retrieved for a second deployment. The main
disadvantage to this method is the greatly increased complexity of the delivery appa-
ratus. In addition to the navigation and communications systems, this system would
also have more moving parts, which increases the likelihood of equipment failure or
damage. Figure 2-6 shows a vehicle descending with active control, using navigation
and steerable fins to keep the vehicle on course.
Figure 2-6: Tracking and Control During Descent
2.2.6 Retractable, Active Legs for Streamlining
One of the main concerns for underwater vehicles used in operations near the seafloor
is the possibility of contact with the bottom. Many vehicles are equipped with bottom
detecting sensors such as altimeters and Doppler velocity loggers (DVL) to avoid
collisions with the bottom, which can cause equipment damage and potentially lodge
the vehicle against obstacles, preventing retrieval. For a vertical glider intended to
deliver equipment to the seafloor, bottom contact is an necessary part of the mission,
but damage and vehicle stability are still concerns. One possible solution to the issue
of bottom collision is to include retractable legs to cushion the landing.
Retractable legs also provide the vehicle with a stable landing configuration, so
that the vehicle can be maintained in an upright orientation. This is often crucial to
the performance of the vehicle once it reaches the seafloor. For sensors that require
ground contact, they can also provide a stable contact with the seafloor to take
readings from. If the legs are maneuverable or retractable, they can aid in streamlining
during the vehicle's descent, or even serve as control surfaces. However, the legs must
be designed so that they do not affect the vehicle's stability during descent, or the
vehicle may become uncontrollable. Figure 2-7 shows the descent of a vehicle with
retractable legs. By keeping the legs folded during descent, the vehicle can be more
streamlined. The legs would only for deploy for sensor or stability upon reaching the
seafloor.
Figure 2-7: Retractable, Active Legs for Streamlining
2.2.7 Combination Solution: Streamlining, Tracking and Con-
trol
For a more comiplete solution to the problem of guiding a payload to thme seafloor, sev-
eral options can be combined into a single platform. The vehicle must be streamlined
to provide predictable and stable dynamics, have a navigation system that allows
the vehicle to know where it is during the descent, and have control surfaces with
actuation to allow it to correct course mid-flight if it should stray off path. This
combination solution develops the vehicle into a form factor more similar to stan-
dard AUV's. The nmost common form of such a vehicle is one with a rounded or
pointed nose, slender body, and control fins in the rear to control the pitch and yaw
of the vehicle. Iii this case however, the vehicle is traveling a vertical path, instead
of horizontal. This form factor could also include retractable legs to maintain the
vehicle's upright position upon landing. Figure 2-8 shows the combination solution
implemented on a vehicle, with active navigation, control, and streamlined surfaces.
Figure 2-8: Combination Solution: Streamlining, Tracking and Control
2.3 Concept Selection
After developing several concepts that could be used to solve the problem of deep sea
package delivery, we move to the task of choosinig one to be taken to a prototype level
for testing. Table 2.1 shows a concept comparison chart, which includes a description,
required level of effort, aiid advantages and disadvantages to each proposed solution.
The first three solutions, which includes tracking during descent, utilizing one-way
travel times, and large simultaneous deployments, all employ an operational change to
the deployment of the vehicle. They require either only software changes, or changes
in the way the vehicles are used, but require 110 extra mechanical design or moving
parts. For these reasons, these solutions arc all relatively simple to implement and
are less costly than complete navigation and control systems.
Solutions 4a and 4b both alter the dlynamics of the vehicle to improve placement
accuracy. Current sensor platforms are designed for operating on the seafloor, but are
not dlesignedl with the (lescent in mnind, only the portion after landling on the seafloor.
A heavier vehicle would enable the package to reach the seafloor in less time, and to
reduce the effect of unpredictable cross- currents. However, this also raises the risk of
equipment damage when the package impacts the seafloor. The~ implementation of a
stalble, streamlined body would enable the vehicle to descend in a miore predictable
manner.
Solution 5 is the objective studied in this thesis, and focuses on implementing
a control and navigation system to effectively guide the vehicle, which we call the
vertical glider. Solution 6 is an extension of this, and any full scale design would
likely incorporate several of the features included in this method.
solution pro Con Changes Cost
________________________________Required
Need to turn on pinger;
I Tracking during descent Up-to-date info on ocean increased battery usage; Operational, soft- vr o
(no control) currents requires monitoring by ware
the ship
2 Utilize one-way travel Fast survey Need accurate clock Software low
time
Simultaneous Deploy- Increased precision Collision risk, fatigue, Q i o
m iert through large number of limited deck spaceOprtoalw
4a Hevert fllfstr Gets pulshed off course Failure from impact. deck Mechanical medium4a Havir t fal fater less, reduces descent timie safety, assembly
Streamlined to fall Less uncertainty of land-4b stagtring position, reduces de- More difficult assembly Mechanical medium
straihterscent time anid a,,
Best way to get good 1)0- More complex, most ex- Modem. hardware, medium/
5 Tracking k~ active control sitiin pensive, danmage to rnov- software., niodel of hg
_____ 
ing parts glide path hg
6 Retractable leg's Improves sensor contact. M''oving parts can break, ~caia medium/fall straighter. lackability complex, fragile ' ehnclhigh
Table 2.1: Concept Selection Table
Chapter 3
Control Systems and Simulation
3.1 Overview
T~he field of glider vehicles has seen substantial work toward low power usage and the
ability to conduct long term missions over several months. Vertical gliders, while not
requiring the fine buoyancy control of horizontal gliders, still stand to benefit from
an in-dlepthl analysis of the limitations of navigation systems, vehicle dynamics, and
various control strategies. While offering a low ot o oe ouinfrsbe
eqluip~ment delivery, the vertical glider suffers from the fact that it is not a fully
actuated vehicle. The descent speed is for the most part constant, and the vehicle is
maneuveredl only by pitch and yaw actuators. This leads to several challenges, most
notably the p~roblemn of controlling a freely falling vehicle when acoustic navigation
informiation is not always up to (late or p~erfectlv accurate. If the vehicle receives a
poor navigation update, it would be unable to stop and take better measurements.
In this chapter we seek to understand some of the perfornmance characteristics and
limitations of a vertical glider, which would aid operators in planning missions within
the capabilities of the vehicle.
3.2 Noise Parameters
As with any navigation system, measurements taken by USBL incorporate a degree
of uncertainty. The main limitations of USBL navigation are that both the up~date
rate and lateral position error worsen with increasing distances between the surface
vessel and the vehicle. These are expressed via the measurement noise, modleledl to 1)e
Gaussian noise with distribution N(0,u, and the position update rate. The uipdate
rate is dlefinied as the time required for a signal to travel froni the undi~erwater vehicle
to the surface and back (AI1j), dlescrilbed below in Equation 3.1. In this equation,
c is the speed of sound in seawater, while R, is the distanice fromi the vehicle to the
surface, in this case synonymous with dlepth. In simulation, this is measured as the
mission depth minus the height from bottom (D - 4z)
c =1500 ni/s
'u 2R, 2(D - z)(3.1)
C, C
The second important source of uncertainty in the system is the presence of ocean
currents. These cause a side-to-side motion of the vehicle which we have chosen
to model by a Gaussian noise with distribution N(0, (7 2). For the purposes of our
siniulations, we nieglect vertical (list urhbances.
For our simulations, we will be implementing discrete time approximations of
the vehicle's mrotion. While the measuremients arrive at (discrete time intervals, the
process noise is a continuous phenomenon being translated into a discrete model.
The behavior of continuous random variables in discrete time systems is slightly
(ifferent than those of other system parameters. As noted in Equation 3.2, the
process iioise scales with VAt7, not just At. This was verified through literature [10],
and a Monte Carlo simulation of the Euler approximations of a normally distributed
raiidom variable drivinig a first-order ordinary differeiitial equation.
N(0, (Y2 )(.2
Xk+l = *k + N(0 1U7 'At
3.3 Vehicle Dynamics
The dynamics of underwater vehicles have been well documented, but there is still
a need to accurately model the behavior of new designs to help in designing compo-
nents, control systems, and mission plans. We have developed three distinct models
for the vertical glider, each exploring gradually more complex behavior. The basic
kinematic model treats the glider as a massless body, falling at a constant rate and
able to respond instantly to control input. The extended kinematic model introduces
a variable dive rate and maximum lateral velocity, to partially account for the lift
arid drag forces acting on the vehicle. Additionally, the extended model introduces
a low-pass filter to mitigate noisy sensor measurements. Finally, the dynamic model
incorporates the effects of gravity, buoyancy, fluid forces and inertia to depict a com-
plete picture of the motion of the vehicle. While the fundamental equations for the
dynamic model are presented here, the development of a three degree of freedom
simulation is outside the scope of this thesis.
In Figure 3-1, the coordinate system of the vehicle is shown. The angles and
dimensions are common to all three models, and are used in determining the position
of the vehicle. Table 3.1 shows a description of each variable. In all three models, the
parameter being measured by the vehicle is the angle a, which it seeks to minimize.
D-z
Figure 3-1: Vehicle Coordinate System
Variable Note Units
D Mission depth meters
D-z Vehicle depth below surface meters
x Horizontal distance from target meters
Z Vehicle height off bottom meters
a Angle from vertical tinder boat radians
Table 3.1; Vehicle Coordinates
3.3.1 Basic Kinematic Model
The simplest model of motion for the vertical glider is based in kinematics. That is,
it neglects the dynamic forces acting on the vehicle due to inertia, , lift and drag. In
this model the sideways motion of the vehicle is controlled directly: - can change
at anytime due to control input. The main benefit of this approach is greatly sim-
plified equations of motion, which allows quicker computation time. We predlict the
kinematic model will yield results similar to the dynamic model. Thisj is because the
time constant associatedl with the turning motion of the vehicle is shorter that the
average navigation update delay; the vehicle will have settled into a steady state by
the time each new navigation hit arrives.
Equations 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6 show the equations of motion for the basic kine-
inatic model. Equation 3.3 dlesc~ribes the intended measurement at, which represents
the angle from the surface vessel to the underwater vehicle. Equation 3.4 is the actual
measurement recorded by the vehicle (),a combination of ai and the measurement
noise. Equations 3.5 and 3.6 show the motion of the vehicle, which involves a constant
descent rate and the horizontal motion due to control action. In Equation 3.6, K is
the control gain.
(true) at = arctan (D )(3.3)
(measured) am, = at + N (0, or, (3.4)
z =constant dive rate '-_ 1 in/s (3.5)
.1 = _KCt .. + N(O, a 2) (3.6)
Equation 3.7 shows the discrete forms of the equations of motion, which are fin-
plemiented in computer simulation. Note the dependence of process noise of v'At.
(Yk+1 = arctan (Xk)
ai, = (t (0 k + (3.7)
kI= Zk + ZAt
Xk±1 XA.- Ka~,%At + N (0, aw) VIAt
3.3.2 Extended Kinematic Model
The extended kinematic model corrects several of the simplifications used in the basic
kinematic model. The additions covered1 ly the extend~edl kinematic model include:
1. Variable dive rate: large lateral velocities reduce vertical velocity
2. Maximum lateral velocity (X'fl(L.r) enforced
3. Discrete low-pass filter to comnlelsate for measuremient. noise
The basic kinematic model assumed that the vehicle would fall with a constant
rate, and did not take into account the effects of drag or lift encountered by the
vehicle as it changed direction or orientation. While a full analysis of the forces on
the vehicle is outside the scope of the extended kinematic model, a simple relationship
between lateral and vertical velocities can be implemented to represent these effects.
Figure 3-2 shows this relationship, modeled by the quadratic function described in
Equation 3.8, where a =-2.4691, b =2.716, and c -0.2469. This~ equation was
derived by setting thme paranmeters of ~i 0.55 n/s, %a 1 m1/s amid Xma 0.5
in/s.
b±+ 1b2  4 ac'± 4a± 38
2a(38
The presence of noise in time measurement signal (Y,, can cause time vehicle to
respond to faulty position information, potentially steering it off course. A discrete
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Figure 3-2: Relationship of dive rate and lateral velocity for extended kinematic
model
low-pass filter can be used to attenuate the high frequency components associated
with the Gaussian noise encountered in the measurement. The discrete low-pass
filter creates each new measurement estimate 6zk±1 as a weighted average between the
recorded measurement a,,, and the previous estimate dk (Equation 3.9). The filter
gain Kf is tuned to provide a first-order time constant, determined by Equation 3.10.
In our case, the filter time constant should be several times that of the measurement
update interval.
dk+1 (1 -Kf)dk±+Kfcxk (3.9)
T At (1 yjf) (310)
Kf At
Kf T+ At
For full ocean depths of 4 kin, the update interval would be about 5.33 seconds.
For our filter design, we will use half of the mission depth of 2 kmn as our representative
distance, which has an update time of 2.66 seconds. By selecting a time constant 10
times this value (26.6 seconds), we can ensure the filter records enough values to be
effective. Using this and a simulation time step of 1 second, we can compute the
(lesired filter gain Kf to be 0.0362. Since the dive rate -;varies during the mission,we
have also used a reference value in computing the horizontal velocity in Equation 3.14,
setting ref = 1 iii/s. Combining these additional behaviors, we get a new mnodel of
vehicle motion:
(true) at = arctan (Dx ) (3.11)
(measured) at, = (i + N(O, or ) (3.12)
(estimate) ~=( > m(.3
1KC(ZreTf + N (0, (w), .1' K ax~ (3.14)
The discrete versions of these equations are imp~lemnentedl in compu~lter simulation,
as shown in Equation 3.16.
ak+1= aretan (Xk)
k + N (0, (T2)a
ak+1 (1 -KJ)&k + Kfam (3.16)
.rk±1 =Xk - KUdkZAt + N(0, oT,)I At
Zk+1 =Zk + f (.b*)At
3.3.3 Dynamic Model
A further extension of the basic and extended kinematic models is the dynamic model,
which takes into account the gravitational, inertial and fluid forces acting upon the
vehicle to determine its motion through the water. As shown in Figure 3-3, the
motion of the vehicle is a balance of forces between the downward force of gravity,
located at the vehicle's center of mass, andl the upward force of buoyancy, located at
the vehicle's center of buoyancy. The center of buoyancy is in the same location as the
vehicle's center of mass for an equivalent volume of water, which is approximately the
geometric center. These forces are coupled with the lift and drag forces encountered
by the vehicle body and rudder fins, as well as the Munk moment (MmMRm), a
torque experienced by streamlined bodies when moving through the water at a non-
zero angle of attack. The control action in this model is the angle of deflection of the
rudder fins 6, which causes a lift force on the fin perpendicular to to the direction of
travel (FRL). This force causes the vehicle to rotate, and the resulting lift FL on the
body enables horizontal motion.
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Figure 3-3: Vertical AUV Force Balance
The equations of motion for this model are derived by evaluating thle forces in thle
horizontal and vertical directions, as well as the moments on the vehicle. This force
balance gives us differential equations for the components of acceleration dt2x) dt2 7
and li-. The lift force on the body or rudder is always perpendicular to the direction
of travel, denoted here by the velocity's angle from the vertical -Y. The drag force
is always parallel and opposite to the direction of travel. These forces are further
broken down to their components in the xy plane, denoted by thle sums Fx and Fy in
Variable Note Value/Units
p Density of water 1000 kg/rn 3
V Volume of vehicle .007382 m 3
In Mass of vehicle 7.234 kg
g Accel. of gravity 9.8 i/s
R, Distance from C., to LCb 0.05 in
R2 Distance from C, to rudder 0.25 m
I Moment of In ertia 0.23 kg-nm2
FD Body drag force N
FL Body lift force N
FRD Rudder (drag force N
F"RL Rudder lift force N
Af7, Munk moment on body N-m
AIII Munk moment on rudder N-m
______ 
Velocity vector in/s
Table 3.2: Dynamic Model Parameters
Equations 3.17 and 3.18.
= dt2 = (FD + FL +FRD +FRL) - (3.17)
= FD sil -/ + FL COS -y + FRD Sil1')Y + FRL COS 'y
Fy-, d Y mg +pVgq+ (Fv)+ FL +FROD+FRL) 
- 'p (3.18)
-img+-pVg±+ F1 ) cos?- + F1, sin 7± Flit) COS -+ FL sin}
JO =PVg X ft1 ± FRD X Rt2 + FRL X Rt2 + MmJr + MRm (3.19)
0=(p)Vg x Rt1 + FRD x R 2 + FRL x Rt2 + Mlm ± MIRm)
The lift and drag forces are dependent onl several parameters, including fluid
density, fluid velocity, a reference area such as cross-section or planform, and the lift
or drag coefficient. The coefficients of lift and (drag for solid bodies at non-zero angles
of attack cannot usually be described lby a single equation, they miust be observed
through experimentation, although are approximately linear below stall angles. The
relationships for lift and drag force, as well as time Munk moment, are described in
Equation 3.20.
F D 2 -pAOti'CD
FL -pA V~CL (3.20)
Ai = - (Azz - Axx) v2 sin2(t
A vehicle described by this dynamic model would require a more complex control
systemn than the one presented for the basic kinematic models. One likely candidate
for this would be a state space controller combined with a IKalman filter [25] for
position estimation, because our system is alreadly described as a state vector, and
state space models are useful for systems with nonlinear behavior. In practice, the
vehicle position estimation is accomplished by the hardware and software built into
the USBL navigation system, but the equations presented here are instructive for
exploring the effects of noise on system performance. For the purposes of this thesis,
the dynamic model will not be pursued further beyond this point.
3.4 Dimensional Analysis
Dimensional analysis is an important tool in developing models of dynamic systems,
especially when small prototypes are used to explore the behavior of large systems. By
transforming system parameters into their non-dimensional counterparts, inferences
can be made about system behavior that 1101( true regardless of the scale of the
mission. In the case of the vertical glider, the main metric of system performance
is the standard deviation of the landing error OFE, which can be measured in meters.
However, it remains unclear what other parameters this depenids on, and whether our
notion of perforinance has the same meaning at different vehicle and mission scales.
For example, is a landing error of 10 meters for a mission depth of 20 meters as
meaningful as omie with a mission depth of 200() meters?
In the following sections we will discuss the process by which we develop dimeon-
sionless parameters and analyze their effects on system perforniance. The first step
in dimensional analysis is identifying the variables of the system, and dleciding which
are relevant iii determnilng system p)erformance.
3.4.1 Basic Kinematic Model Variables
The performance of the basic kinematic imodel as described iii Equation 3.7 depends
on 6 variables, as shown in Equation 3.21. The effects of some variables are fairly
intuitive, such as increasing measurement and process noise causinlg dlegradled perfor-
mance. The effects of other variables, such as control gain K, dive rate, and update
rate are less clear. Here we seek to (develop dimensionless parameters that represenit
vehicle performance. The relevant, parameters of the basic kinematic model that may
have an effect omi vehicle performance are definied iii Table 3.3.
Our metric of vehicle performance, the standard deviation of landing error u'E,
is expmessed in units of meters. To create a dimnsionless parameter, this must be
divided by a parameters or parameters having units of meters as well.
Variable Description Units
(E Std. Dev. of Landing Error mn
K Control Gain I1/rad
07t Measurement Noise rad
U)Process Noise inI/s
Dive Rate InI/s
D Mission Depth III
c Speed of Sound iii water mnI/s
Atu Position update delay s
Table 3.3: Relevant Variables for Dimnsionial Amnalysis, Basic Kinematic Modlel
Tile metric of system performuaiceffE can hbe (lividled lby the muissiomn depth to yield
a dimensionless quantity "7E. Additionally, the process noise a,, is in units of mi/s,D
and can be divded by the dive rate to yield a dimension~less quantity -. The values
of measurement noise o7,, and control gain K are in units of radians and 1/radians.
The radian is itself a dimensionless quantity, so these two parameters can remain as
they are.
The variable of p)ositionl updcate delay (At,,) determines how often the vehicle
receives new information about its location. However, this is not a single value;
rather, it is the collection of all updlate delays throughout the courseC of the mission
{ ~ To effectively implement this parameter in our simulations,
we must derive the dependency of At,, as a function of other parameters.
We start with the equation for the update delay as a function of depth. The time
it takes to send a signal to the surface and receive a response is the current depth
(L) - Zi) plus the (lepth when the response arrives (I) - Zi~1 ), divided by the speed
of sound c.
(Di - Zi) + (D - Zi~ 1) -2 D - Zi- Z/i+1(3.22)
Additionally, this holds true for future times, Ati+,:
At+ (D - z-i+l) + (D) - Zi+ 2) _ 2D - Zi1- Zi2 (3.23)
C C
T he depth at the next timestep will be the current depth plus its rate of change
(dive rate) times the time interval:
-i1= Zi + I Ati (3.24)
By plugging the value of Al from Equation 3.22 into Equation 3.24, we get:
= ~ +~ 2D - - 3.5
We now simplify the equation and combine terms having -zj and zi+1 , solving for
c-il= czi + 21- D - z--i-
(c + %')zi±1  (c - :)Zi + 2%L)D
The values above also 1101( true for ziA1 and .'i+2, as shown below:
(3.26)
(3.27)
We 1ow sub)stitute the values of ZjH1 and Zi±2 from equations 3.26 and 3.27 into
equation 3.23:
A + 12D 1
C (
C C
21) 1
C C
\C 
+
C c )
I(+C2)
2ziD
C +
z+ .±
(z1+ zi± 1) +
(c~
4W)D (3.28)
(2D) - zi- /i - 2D) -
-2D ( c% (2D - zi -zj1)
We have now isolated a terini matching the value of At fromi Equation 3.22, and
can substitute that into our equation. This allows US to express At recursively, solely
C 2 D
Zi+2 + i+i +
4, C +
2 D
C + 1;
2,D
C+
- I ( C ;,, (2D)
c (" + ' )
- I (4 D)C C +
in terms of its p~revious value and constant paramneters such as D, i-, and c.
-2D (C i)
2D + (t1)
-2D (c -)
-21)(
C - Z
C +
)Ati -)Ati
2D (c - Z%) + 4z*D
C(c + )
2cD - 2W' + 4ZW
2cD + 2W;
2D
2C/
A goodl bit of algebra later, we arrive at an equation for Ati+i, which (depenlds
only on the previous update delay Ati, the dive rate ~,and the speed of sound c.
(tiK) At (3.30)
By dividing throuigh by c, we can put the equation in terms of a dimensionless
Jpararaineter C
At~±~ At (3.31)
We now have our four dimensionless parameters:
f(U
D =f(K 7 C~ (3.32)
In the following sections we will be using these paramieters to look at their effects
on vehicle performance.
3.4.2 Extended Kinematic Model Variables
For the extended kinemnatic model, our equations of motion incorporate several more
variables than the basic model, specifically the parameters used to define relationship
4--± i
(3.29)
b)etween dive rate i- and horizontal velocity J.. Since the dive rate .,is no longer
constant throughout a mission, it can no longer be applied in the (limensional anal-
ysis. However, for the purposes of defining the velocity relationship, we have choseni
a reference velocity Z:rc-f 1 Imn/s, which is equal to the dive rate when the vehicle is
travelling straight dlowni (zero horizontal velocity). This value is equal to the mnaxi-
mum (live rate ;'AX The relevant parameters for the extended kinematic model are
shown iii Equation 3.33 and Table 3.4.
0E= f ( K, a, Iw ZW1 ref , DI C1 Atu1 X -max I ;Mirt, -:IMax) (3.33)
Variable Description Units
UE Std. Dcv. of Landing Error InI
K Control Gain 1/rad
UaMeasurement Noise rad
UWProcess Noise InI/s
D Mission Depth III
c Speed of Sound in water In/s
'Atli Position upd(ate delay s
Nrta Max Horizontal Veoit n/s
Mini Vertical Velocity In/s
Zmax M\ax Vertical Velocity InI/s
Table 3.4: Relevant Variables for Dimensional Analysis, Extended Kinematic Model
The introduction of several new parameters significantly complicates the task of
represeniting changes in vehicle performance in a mieaninigful way. The lbasic kinematic
model depended onl four input parameters, which can be shown in several groups of
contour plhots. However, systems with more p~aramieters than this become increasingly
difficult to visualize. For this reason we have chosen to fix several of the parameters,
to make the dimenisional anialysis easier to visualize. The variables that (define the
relationship between horizontal and vertical speed are fixed as shown by Equation 3.8
and Figure 3-2. Once these paramneters have lbeen fixed, we are left with three input
paramneters, as shown in Equation 3.34. This analysis can be represented by a single
group of contour plots. We are left with four dlimIensionless parameters, including
the system performance and three parameter to vary during the simulation. These
parameters are exp~ressedl in Equation 3.34.
(TE f 'u7 )(3.34)
3.5 Simulation Setup
The applicationi of the models discussed iii Section 3.3 is to perform simulations in
MATLAB to estimate the performance of the system with varying input parameters.
Each simulation begins with the vehicle p~laced at the water surface, (hirectly above
the target (x =0, Z =I)), as it would in real world tests. Thme water depth in
these scenarios is 4000 in. The simulated vehicle descends with dlive rate _; and takes
measurements of its position a~t appropriate time steps, according to the update delay
described earlier. While the rate of p~osition updates varies with depth, the simulation
still computes the actual position of the vehicle at a constant time step, in this ease
1 secondl. For times when time measurement is not updated, the simulation keeps the
last current measurement. The main metric of performance for the vertical glider is
time standard (deviationi of time landing error, UE. For time basic kinemnatic model, time
variedl parameters are the measurement noise a,, (measured in radians), the process
noise (7,,, (measured in meters/second), the control gain K (1/radians), and the dive
rate ,'. The extended kinematic model does not vary the (live rate.
To~ show the effects on system performance by the variations in multiple param-
eters, we have broken the results analysis into two sections. First, we look at the
effects on performance by varying a single parameter, while keeping others constant,
and looking at plots of the vehicle's path (luring the mission. This allows us to vi-
sualize the path the vehicle takes, and observe any interesting behavior. Secondly,
we will look at the non-dimensional case, varying all parameters simultaneously, and
observing the resulting performance through a colored contour plot. Thisj allows us
to visualize performance on a broader scale.
Sample code from the MAT LAB simulations discussed here can be found in Ap-
pen~dix B.2.
3.6 Basic Kinematic Model Simulation Results
The basic kinematic model simulations vary each inp~ut parameters between 4 (lifferent
values: o7,,, = [0.1, .15, .2, .25] mn/s, o,,, = [0.4,0.8,1.2,1.6] degrees, K = [2,4,6,8]
1/rad. While each parameter is varied, the other two are held constant, to give a
clear picture of that p~aramneter's effect onl system p~erformance. Figures 3-4, 3-6, and
3-7 show the results of 10 sample trials from each scenario. Table 3.5 shows a sample
of vehicle performance from the b)asic kinemnatic model with a control gain of K =1,
varying both a,, and a,,. Tables of additional results with higher gains can be found
in Appendix A.1.1.
Each grouping of plots shows us the unique effects that each varying parameter
has on the system. In Figure 3-4, we vary the measurement noise (T(. Here we observe
that increasing a. causes more erratic side to side motion, which canl translate into
increased errors as depth increases. Figure 3-5 shows the histograms of landing error
from 10' trials of the scenario where a~, is varied. The main observation of this
plot is that while the standard deviation of landing error changes when we change
parameters, the (distribution itself is still approximation Gaussian.
In Figu,-re 3-6, we vary process noise (T, between four values, and can observe
that increasing process noise causes shifts in velocity to gradually push the vehicle off
course. Since the plots shown have a control gain of K = 1, the ability of the vehicle
to counteract this effect is limited. As shown in the contour plots later, higher control
gains enable the vehicle to better resist side to side motion from process noise.
Figure 3-7, we vary the conitrol gain K. Here we canl observe that the cases
with high gains can cause large side to side motion early in the mission. This is
because at shallow depths, a given horizontal p)ositionl err~or produlces a higher angular
measurement, and thus a more pronounced side to side motion. We can see that as
the vehicle descends, this erratic motion continues to cause high horizontal velocities,
but as the vehicle is able to quickly overcome errors, the landing accuracy is not
severely affected.
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Figure 3-4: Basic Kinematic Model, Plot with varying a,
gain K = 1, 10 trials
5 -5
Swhile a,,,,
= 0.00 or,, = 0.10 or,, = 0.15 or, = 0.20 o~= 0.25
=0.00 0.00 3.94 4.70 7.48 9.49
=0.40 0.55 3.30 5.20 6.76 9.88
Ua=0.80 1.11 3.77 5.24 7.28 9.07
=1.20 1.86 3.70 5.66 6.91 10.40
=1.6' 2.24 4.45 5.46 7.53 8.59
Table 3.5: Basic Kinematic Model Vehicle Performance, K =1, values correspond to
standard deviation of landing error over 100 trials, units of meters
3.6.1 Dimensional Analysis Results
In addition to simulations showing the path of the vehicle through the mission while
varying a single parameter, it is also helpful to perform large scale simulations showing
the relationship of vehicle performance to variations in multiple parameters. Here we
have used the non-dimensional forms of our system parameters, awYL a,, K, andz C,
and tile non-dimensional system performance, 9 . Figures 3-8, 3-9, and 3-10 each
show multiple contour plots showing the resulting system performance from varying
all four non-dimensional parameters simultaneously. For these simulations, we vary
or., at 20 steps between 0 and 0.25 m/s, while a is varied between 0 and 1.6 degrees.
In each contour plot, !4 is shown onl the X axis and o-a is oil tile Y axis. Each plot
in the group represents a different value of the control gain K, and each group of
a,,= 1.60
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Figure 3-5: Histogram of varying a, while a, 0, constant gain K 1, 104' trials
plots is a different value of ~.The colors in each plot are the system performance
C
parameter, Zz, with blue representing low values and red representing high values.
To better express the variations in the parameters, -- , a, and the performanceD
are plotted on a log10 scale.
The results shown by this simulation indicate that both a,, and a, have an adverse
effect on vehicle performance, although a.,, is dominant unless the system is operating
with a high control gain, which would amplify errors in the measurements. At a dive
rate of 0.5 in/s and values of a below 10-2.5 radians (0.18 degrees), the the process
noise or,, will dominate at any value of K. Thus, desiging a system with values of a,,
below 10-2.5 would be a poor use of resources, because at this point better control
will do nothing to improve vehicle performance. However, as shown in Figures 3-9
and 3-10, increasing the dive rate to 1 or 2 in/s reduces the effects of a,, and can
make improvements in a,, more effective.
3.7 Extended Kinematic Model Simulation Results
Similar to the basic kinematic model, the extended kinematic model simulations
vary each input parameters between 4 different values: a,, = [0.1,1.15,1.2,1.25], a,, =
[0.4, 0.8,1.2, 1.6], K =[2, 4, 6,8]. While each parameter is varied, the other two are
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Figure 3-6: Basic Kinematic Model, Plot with varying a,, while a = 0, constant
gain K = 1, 10 trials
held constant, to give a clear picture of that parameter's effect on system perfor-
mance. Figures 3-11, 3-12, and 3-13 show the results of 10 sample trials from each
scenario. We observe from each of these scenarios that while vehicle performance is
not drastically different than the basic kinematic model, the motion of the vehicle
takes a smoother path due to the low-pass filter implemented on the measurements.
In the case of varying the control gain K, the filter also helps to mitigate the erratic
behavior caused by measurement errors at very shallow depths. Table 3.6 shows a
sample of vehicle performance from the extended kinematic model with a control gain
of K -1, varying both a,, and a,,. Tables of a additional results with higher gains
can be found in Appendix A.1.2.
or,- 0.00 u~0.10 o~0.15 u,0.20 o~0.25
Ua 0.00 0.00 0.52 1.01 1.54 2.15
U0, = 0.4' 3.46 4.08 3.88 3.99 4.19
U= 0.80 5.48 5.77 5.85 6.47 6.47
u = 1.2' 6.18 6.36 7.06 6.83 8.31
o= 1. 60 10.62 8.44 10.00 10.19 9.28
Table 3.6: Extended Kinematic Model Vehicle Performance, K =1, values
correspond to standard deviation of landing error over 100 trials, units of meters
o,,,, = 0. 1 rn/ s o,,, = 0.15 rTi/S o%, = 0.2 in/S or,, = 0.25 in/s
K 2 K 4 K=6 K 8
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Figure 3-7: Basic Kinematic Model, Plot with varying K while or,,= 0, a,,, 0.40,
10 trials
The benefits of the low-pass filter implemented on the extended kinematic model
are not immediately apparent from the plots of the vehicle path, other than a smoother
path and slightly improved performance. In Figures 3-14 and 3-15, we can observe
the vertical and horizontal velocity of a single trial, simulated with the low-pass
filter turned oii with a time constant Tr = 26.6 seconds, and with the filter turned
off. Here we observe a much more stable side-to-side motion, and because of their
coupled nature, vertical velocity as well. In real world testing, the vehicle would be
unable to change velocity as quickly as described by the kinematic model, but filtered
measurements would help to reduce wear on the moving parts of the underwater
vehicle, preventing it from trying to respond to inaccurate measurements.
3.7.1 Dimensional Analysis Results
The extended kinematic model dimensional analysis results follow suit with the basic
kinematic model, varying the parameters --Y, a, and K to observe resulting changes
in sstemperormace
in sstemperfrmane DE However, in this case because the dive rate is constantly
changing throughout the mission, . is not a parameter that can be fixed. We have
chosen to define the relationship between ± and i ahead of time, so the dimensional
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Figure 3-8: Basic Kinematic Model, Non-Dimensional Multiple Contour Plot,
z=0.5 m/s; Color bar represents non-dimensional landing error log,,, ( Z)
analysis will consist of only one group of plots, shown in Figure 3-16.
The contour plot for the extended model, Figure 3-16, shows results very similar
to the basic kinematic model, with performance on par with the basic model set at a
dive rate of 1 m/s, shown in Figure 3-9. The low-pass filter in this case has reduced
erratic side-to-side motion to keep the dive rate very close to ,ef 1 Inm/s.
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Figure 3-9: Basic Kinematic Model, Non-Dimensional Multiple Contour Plot, i 1
m/s; Color bar represents non-dimensional landing error log10, (0')
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Figure 3-10: Basic Kinematic Model, Non-Dimensional Multiple Contour Plot,
i=2 i/s; Color bar represents non-dimiensional landing error log10 (ZE)
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Figure 3-11: Extended Kinematic Model, Plot with varying o-" while a,,, = 0,
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Figure 3-12: Extended Kinematic Model, Plot with varying a,, while ua, = 0,
constant gain K = 1
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Figure 3-14: Extended Kinematic Model: Horizontal and Vertical Velocity Over
Time With Low Pass Filter (T = 26.6 sec), K = 10, a,, = 0, a, = 1'
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Chapter 4
Vehicle Design, Fabrication, and
Testing
4.1 Overview and Rationale
In addition to modeling the behavior of a vertical glider through simulation, another
main goal of the project is to lbuild a prototype vehicle with which1 to explore the
various navigation and control challenges that might be faced. The prototype body
helps us undlerstanld the behavior of streamlined vehicles while dliving, the effectiveness
of control fins, and the achievable glide slopes of vehicles with this form factor. The
balance of righting moment and control moment helps in designing a vehicle that
favors a nose dlown orientation, but is still easy to control. The performance of
the prototype in pool tests helps us dletermline optimal control strategies for vertical
glider vehicles, and the use of an angle-based measurenment provides insight into the
effectiveness of acoustic navigation measurements iii time open ocean. Discussed earlier
in simulation, future prototype vehicles will also explore the limitations cause by finite
senmsor~ update speeds and noise properties, which limit the effectiveness of the vehicle
and help guide the design of vehicles to make efficient use of sensor capabilities.
Thme vehicle is desigmned with a simple, streamlined shape, auth a blunmt, rounided
nose to allow for the installation of a camera, used for guidance. Additionally, the
vehicle is as self-contained as possible. By keeping power usage and outside connec-
tions to a minimum, the vehicle can remain small and lightweight, and maximize its
mobility in the water. The vehicle uses a camiera-based guidance system, intended
to rep~licate as effectively as possible the behavior of an acoustic navigation system
that would be used by ocean vehicles. We chose the camiera system because acoustic
systems are ineffective in a closedi pool environment, (lue to signals bouncing off 1)001
walls and the water's surface. We describe the navigation setup for the prototype in
depth iii subsection 4.3. 1. Table 4.1 lists somne of the vehicle's p)hysical characteristics.
Length 77.72 cm
Diameter 12.7 cmn body , 29.85 cmn at tips of fins
Volume 7382.13 cm13
Weight 7.96 kg
Fin Profile NACA-0020
Desigmi Dive Rate 40 cni/s
Max Depth 4 mneters
Servos HiTec HS-322HD (x2)
Power Source 8xAA NiMH batteries (1.2 V each, 9.6 V total)
Table 4.1: Vertical Glider Physical Parameters
4.2 Body Description
The vertical glider uses a small negative buoyancy to provide a constant dive rate,
along with control fins to steer the vehicle. As noted in the dynamic model discussed
in Section 3.3.3, the vertical glider acts like an inverted pendulum: the downward force
acting at the center of gravity is counteracted by the upward force at the center of
buoyancy. If the center of mass is placed in front of the center of buoyancy, the vehicle
will naturally orient into a nose-down position. This penduitlum configuration has a
motion analagous to a spring-mass- damper system. The weight of the vehicle, along
with the space between these two points will determine the "'stiffness" of the body,
and how much force acting on the fins is required to change the vehicle's orientation.
This righting moment which the control fins must overcome to turn the vehicle
cai be determined by:
T = (pVg - Trig) X R,1 Frudder X R 2  (4.1)
In this equation, R, is the (listance b)etween the center of mass and center of
buoyancy, while R?2 is the distance between the center of mass and the rudder. These
(lynainics are familiar to the domain of horizontal glidlers, and they are eqlually fini-
portant to vertical gliders. Without a sufficiently low righting moment, the vehicle
will simply fall straight down, and the control fins will have no effect on maneuvering
the vehicle.
4.2.1 Nose and Tail
The camiera is mounted on a small aluminum framie that is installed in the nose of
the vehicle. The end of the nose has been machined out, and a clear acrylic window
installed as a view port for the camera.
The tail is made of lightweight machinable urethane foam' , which has a density
of 48 lbs./cu. ft. (- 75%/ that of water), to provide a higher buoyancy to the rear of
the vehicle. It was designed with a tapered end, to aid in streamlining the vehicle.
The tail cone houses the servo and linkage assembly,, which transmits power from two
HiTec HS-322HD servos to the rudder and elevator shafts. The servos and fin shafts
are connectedl through four bar linkages, which give a 1: 1 ratio between servo rotation
and fin rotation. T1he rudder and elevator fins were designed with the NACA-0020
airfoil profile [4, 11], which signifies a thickness equal to 20% of the chord1 length. The
fins also feature swept, leading edges and rounded corners, to prevent the fin from
catching on any external olbstacles.
The nose and tail cones are attached to the polycarbonate body section with six
stainless steel screws on each eIId, and are sealed against the outside with two rubber
0-rings at each end. Because of the air pocket inside of the vehicle, I also installed a
small venting hole in the niose cone to allow the escape of excess air while assembling
lhttp: //www.mncmaster.comn, Itemi #86595K55
the vehicle. This venting hole prevents the buildup of positive pressure, and is sealed
with a nylon screw and Teflon tape. Schematic of the nose and tail sections can be
found in Figures C-4, C-5, C-9, and C-10 in Appendix C.
Figure 4-1: Nose Section Figure 4-2: Tail Section
4.2.2 Body Section
The vehicle body was designed to house the sensors, electronics, power systems and
servos in a compact, streamlined package. The components are mostly plastic to
allow for easy machining: the nose is made from ABS plastic, the body from clear
polycarbonate tubing, and the tail from machinable urethane foam. It also incorpo-
rates an internal frame consisting of stainless steel rods and aluminum supports on
which to mount electronics, weights, and the battery pack. Further discussion of the
body section components can be found in Section 4.5.1, along with a schematic of the
body section in Figure C-3 in Appendix C.
4.2.3 Fins
The vehicle is controlled through servos acting on two pairs of fins in the rear of the
vehicle: two elevator fins and two rudder fins. This gives the vehicle the ability to
M
control itself through pitch and yaw. The main design criteria for the fins is that
they be large enough to provide control of the vehicle, while also being lightweight
and streamlined, so that they don't catch on obstacles iii the water. For the fin cross-
section, I chose to use the NACA-0020 wing profile [4]. The NACA-0020 profile is a
symmetric airfoil with a thickness at its thickest part equal to 20% of the length of
the wing. Equation 4.2 shows the airfoil thickness Yt as a function of chord length x
and maximum thickness t = 0.20. The equation is normalized about a wing length
of 1. Figure 4-3 shows a plot of the shape of the NACA-0020 wing profile.
=Y (0.29690Vx-i - 0.12600x - 0.35160xw2 ± 0.28430xw3 - 0.10150X4) (4.2)
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Figure 4-3: NACA-0020 Airfoil Profile, with maximum thickness t = 0.20
The rudders and elevators are designed with a sweep angle of 230 and take the form
of a standard spade rudder, described in the Principles of Naval Architecture [11]. A
schematic of the fins can be found in Figure C-7 in Appendix C.
4.3 Navigation and Sensing
4.3.1 Camera
The vehicle is guided towards the target by a small CMOS camera (352x288 pixel
resolution) mounted in the front of the nose cone. The camera used is the CMUcam3
[3], developed by researchers at Carnegie Mellon University. The camera has an
. ............. I
integratedl micro cont roller board, which using our algorithmn is able to p~erform real-
time image processing at approximately 6 frames per second. The current version
of the camera's firmnware allows a wide variety of p~rogramns, allowing software access
to exposure, white balance, color, and resolution settings, as well as p)roviding the
framework for taking and saving pictures, and accessing individual pixels.
The first implementation of the CMUcamn tracking software the location of a
(lark area oii a lighter background. An alternative sensor software design inivolves
tracking a light target instead of a (lark one. For the (lark target, we used a weighted
black plastic disk (7.5 inches diameter), while for the light target, we used a high
powered underwater flashlight, withI a translucent screen to diffuse the light. Samples
of images using each detection algorithm are shown in Figures 4-4 and 4-5, as well as
code samp~les in Listings 4.1 and 4.2 . As shown in Figure 4-5 and observed during
pool1 tests, the method using a flashlight was much more successfuil at performing in
a mixed lighting environment. Discussion from this point on will focus on tracking of
a light target.
To track a light target, the camera algorithm computes the center of miass of bright
pixels in a recorded image. We only work with the brightness value in a gray-scale
image, which can be set with a CMIUcami option command. The camiera reads the
brightness as 8-bit values, with zero corresponding to black and 255 corresponding to
white. The camnera is capable of taking full color images, lblt a gray-scale tracking
program is simpler to implement and less computationally intensive. For each loop
of the program,. the CMUcani takes a picture and saves it to the memory buffer. The
program then cycles through each pixel in the image, and compares the brightness
value of the pixel to a predetermined threshold value. If the pixel value is greater
than (lighter) than the threshold, it will include the pixel in a running average of
the X and Y positions of all sufficiently bright pixels. Thme threshold value allows
the operator to adjust for varying ambient lighting conditions in the testing tank, as
well as for changes in the light output of the flashlight between missions. The code
sample in Listing 4.2 shows the program loop used to compute the center of mass of
thme target. Thme camera's mnicrocontroller board then uses the location of the target
Listing 4.1: Dark Target CTMUcam Image Sampling
while (ccS..pixbuf-read-.rows (img.pix, 1)){
for (uinti6-t x =0; x < img.width; x++){
uint8-t black =((uint8-t *) img.pix) [xl;
if (black < MIN-BLACK-INTESITY) f
sum-x += (MIN-BLACK-INTESITY-black)*x;
sum-y += (MIN.BLACK-INTESITY-black)*y;
coef += (MIN-BLACK-INTESITY -black);
counter ++;
xc = (sum-xlcoef) - X..CENTER;
yc = (sum-y/coef) - Y-CENTER;
Listing 4.2: Light Ta2rget CMIUcain Image Sampling
while (cc3-.pixbut..read..rows (iing.pix, 1M)
for (uintl6-t x =0; x < img.width; x++){
uint8-.t white =((uint8.t *) img.pix)[x];
if (white > MIN-WHITE-INTENSITY){
sum..x += X
coef += 1;
counter++-;
xc = (sum-x/coef) - X-CENTER;
yc = (sum-y/coef) - Y-CENTER;
in its field of view to compute the command that will be sent to the control fins. The
initial codling and camnera testing were accomplished by MNichiael Fortin, a graduate
exchange student assisting on the project. Source code for the CMUcam tracking
program can be found in Appendix B.1.
4.4 Power, Storage and Communications
Early in the design process, we considlered whether the vertical glider should be conm-
pletely self-contained, or operate with a tether. The advantages of a self-contained
vehicle include the lack of communications or electrical ports which can cause leakage,
greater freedom of movement, and quicker operation due to short data connections.
The benefits of a tethered vehicle include higher power availability, easier data re-
trieval and communicat ions, and the ability to use the tether as a support for the
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Figure 4-4: CMUcam Image Processing Sample; left: original color image, right:
grayscale image with target location and size
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Figure 4-5: CMUcam Revised Image Processing Sample; left: original color image,
right: grayscale image with target location and size
vehicle when retrieving it from the bottom. Ultimately, we decided to develop a self
contained vehicle, since the power usage was generally low and connector interfaces
have the potential to form leaks and cause damage to the electronics.
We compared several types of batteries, including Lithium Ion, Nickel Cadmium
(NiCad), Nickel Metal Hydride (NiMH), and standard alkaline batteries. The lithium
and NiMH batteries were the most likely options, as they have a high power density,
are rechargeable, and do not suffer the "memory" issues commonly encountered in
NiCad batteries, which require them to be fully discharged. We ultimately chose
NiMH batteries for their low cost, and their availability in standard AA size, which
are easy to install and replace. Each AA NiMH battery outputs 1.2 V, with a 2000
mAh lifespan. To achieve the voltages required for our electronic components, we
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Figure 4-6: VGR Power & Communications Diagram
connect eight of these batteries in series for a total output of 9.6 V. As shown in
Table 4.2, the vehicle's electronics draw approximately 450 mA during operation,
which would allow the vehicle to operate for 4 hours between charges. This allows
several testing sessions to be run per charge, but it is generally safest to have the
batteries fully charged at the start of each session.
Component Voltage Current Draw
CMUcam 5 V 130 mA
Servos (x2) 5 V 160 mA each
j Total j1 450 mA
Table 4.2: Power Consumption
An important consideration for the power distribution is making sure all com-
ponents receive properly controlled voltages. Figure 4-6 shows a diagram of the
power and communications connections between the various components of the verti-
cal glider. While the battery pack may provide 9.6 V when fully charged, this begins
to decrease as the battery drains. The CMUcam includes an integrated voltage reg-
ulator to provide the board with a constant 5 V supply, but needs 7-12 V input to
operate properly. The CMUcam also has circuitry to provide regulated power to the
servos, but the high current draw of the servos is too much to be handled by the
C-MUcaiii's regulator. A momentary spike in current diraw by the servos could cause
the mnicrocontroller to reset. For this reason we provided the servos with a separate
voltage regulator, andl only passed the servo control signals through the CMUcamn.
The CMIUcami has the ability to pass through the separately controlled voltage by
setting a juniper pin, whichi inistructs the board not to feed the servo power through
its own voltage regulator.
The data from all missions are stored on an SD memory card1 integrated into the
mnicrocontroller on the CMIUcam. This allows the vehicle to keep a record of all sensor
measurements taken during a mission, and also to save JPEG formatted images taken
by the camera. Once a mission is completed the card can be removed and read by any
computer with a memory card reader. Additionally the CM\Ucam features a serial
port that can be used for programming as well as dlata retrieval. Future designs will
make use of wireless protocols to retrieve data without disassembling the vehicle.
4.5 Vehicle Fabrication and Assembly
The prototype vehicle was constructed at the MIT Edgertoni student shop and Lab-
oratory for Manufacturing and Productivity (LMP) using a variety of machine tools,
discussed in depth in this section. To ensure durability in the underwater environ-
nient, most components were fabricated using plastics or corrosion resistant metals
such as stainless steel, except where machining methods required alternate materials.
The vehicle l)odly is dlivided into three sections: body, nose, and tail. The body sec-
tion houses ballast weights, batteries, power regulation circuitry. The nose contains
the CTMUcamn and its associated mnicrocontroller board. The tail section houses the
control fins, servos, and gear linkages. A schematic of the assembled vehicle can be
found in Figure C-i, along with an exploded view of the assemb~ly in Figure C-2, both
in Appendix C.
Figure 4-7: Assembled Vertical Glider Prototype
4.5.1 Body Components
The pressure vessel for the vehicle is an 1/8 inch thick polycarbonate plastic tubing,
with a diameter of 5 inches. It connects to the nose arid tail sections through double
0-ring seals, and is fastened in place with six screws on each end. The fastening screws
are placed on the wet side of the 0-rings to ensure proper sealing. The polycarbonate
body also has a chamfer cut into the inside edges to facilitate smooth assembly of the
0-rings.
The body section was designed to contain a rigid frame on which all main compo-
nents could be mounted, to ensure that the plastic body section does not bear the load
of the weights or electronics. The frame consists of four stainless steel threaded rods,
connected by several aluminum divider plates. The use of threaded rods, combined
with push-button quick threading nuts allows the quick assembly and adjustment of
balancing weights, as well as electronic components. The adjustable nature of the
body section components is most useful in positioning the ballast weights to ensure
an optimal righting moment for the vehicle.
The body section also includes several mounting brackets for electronics, including
the batteries and future sensor installations. These brackets were cut from 1/4"
and 1/8" acrylic sheets using a laser cutter. The laser cutter allows very precise
geometry in thin two-dimensional plastic pieces. Because of their weight, the bracket
for the batteries was cut using 1/4"7 acrylic. The battery mount also includes a
switch for powering the entire vehicle on and off. This switch is mounted close to
the polycarbonate tubinig, and has a strong neodymium magnet attached to it. This
allo ws power to be switched during testing while the vehicle is sealed, without the
need for a waterproof interface.
Figure 4-8: Vehicle Body Section
4.5.2 Nose Components
The nose section consists of the nose cone, viewport window, and camera mount. The
nose cone was constructed from ABS plastic on a CNC lathe at the MIT Edgerton
machine shop. By using the computer controlled lathe, I was able to use the CAD
design of the nose to machine a precise nose profile. The viewport, necessary for the
CMUcam to see the target, is a small disc of 1/8" acrylic, cut using the laser cutter.
It was glued and sealed in place using RTV (room temperature vulcanization) silicone
adhesive.
The camera mount contains the lens module and CMUcam controller board, which
handle sensing, data storage, and servo control. Thle camera mount is meant to keep
the lens module in a stable position pointing directly forward, so that the camera
readings will provide an accurate picture of the vehicle's orientation. It is constructed
out of aluminum parts machined using a water jet cutter. The CMUcam is sold
with the lens module and controller board connected directly, bnt for time purposes
of mounting the camera in the front of the vehicle's nose, it became necessary to
sep~arate the two andl connect themi via a flexible ribbon cable. Early stage designs
called for the controller board to be positioned in the vehicle main body, to allow
easy access to the memory card and connection p~orts. However, this required using
a ribbon calble approximately 6-8 inches in length, and this caused an inconsistent
connection between the camera and board when pictures were recorde1. Often, time
image returned would be garbled or completely corrupted. It was dliscovered that the
only reliable way to prevent this was to minimize the cable length, keeping it uinder
3 inches. This requires mounting the controller board in the nose along with the lens
module. Once the lens module and controller board are connected, the entire camera
mount assembly is installed in the nose cone, and is fastened in p~lace with a machine
screw.
4.5.3 Tail Components
The tail section contains the fins, servos and gear linkages to connect the two together.
The fins were fabricated from ABS plastic using a Dinmension 3D) printer,, according
to the CAD design described earlier. While 3D printed parts are generally only for
(lenionstratioll purposes, the parts madle from thermioplastic 3D) printer are strong
enough to be used directly in the vehicle. However, for higher p~roductionl volumes,
3D printing becomes infeasible, and a process such as injection molding would be far
more efficient for plastic parts.
The servos and fins are connected via four-bar linkages, which transmnit the rota-
tion of the servo to the rudder and elevator axles with a 1:1 ratio. The linkages are
colstructedl from alumnum pieces cut using a water jet cutter, and! assembled with
locking nuts and Teflon washers to facilitate smooth motion. The fins are muounted on
stainless steel shafts and fixed in place with set screws. Since p~arts of the axles will
be exposed to the water, I chose stainless steel for its strength and excellent corrosion
resistance. A schemnatic of thme servo linkages c-a be found iii Figure C-6 in Appenidix
C.
coupling
Figure 4-9: Servo Mount Assembly
4.6 Prototype Control System
The control system implemented on the prototype vehicle is conceptually different
than that of a full size vehicle utilizing acoustic navigation, and so warrants discussion.
As shown in Figure 4-10, the nature of the camera guidance system yields a new set
of variables which the vehicle's sensor systems measure. 0 represents vehicle pitch,
while ( is the the angular error of the vehicle. Thus, when the vehicle is pointing
directly at the target, ( should equal zero. Finally, J represents the fin angle, which
is the control input for the system.
The simplest control system for the vertical glider is one in which the software
attempts only to keep the target in the center of its field of view. We call this "angle
only" control because the only control input is the error angle between the vehicle
axis and the target, shown in Figure 4-10 as the angle (. As explained previously, this
angle error is read by the camera as a pixel offset, although the conversion to angular
error is easily accomplished with knowledge of the camera's fields of view in the
horizontal and vertical directions. Thle currenit prototype model uses this anigle only
method of control, with a proportional controller translating commands to the servos.
This was chosen because of its computational siimplicity, enabling faster updates to
WNW
Figure 4-10: Vertical Glider Coordinate System
the fins, and because it facilitates easy calibration of the camera and servos.
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4.6.1 Angle Only With Offset
An alternative method for controlling the vertical glider involves integrating camera
measurements with depth and roll/pitch measurements, to enable the "angle-only"
system to follow a more complex path. The system would aim to position the vehicle
directly above the target as soon as possible, and then continue on a near vertical
path to the bottom. This is accomplished by introducing an offset to the camera's
measurement, such that the vehicle drives itself at a shallower pitch than normal.
The value of this offset would be determined by the depth and pitch measurements,
enabling the vehicle to drive at a shallower angle early in the mission. This would
also ensure that if the vehicle was directly over the target pointing straight down,
the pitch measurement would reflect this and minimize the offset to drive the vehicle
straight down. A diagram of the offset angle is shown in Figure 4-11, where (, depicts
the altered measurement. This method has not yet been implemented on the current
platform, but is planned for future testing.
Figure 4-11: Angle-Only Control with Offset
4.6.2 Noise Simulation
While not yet implemented in hardware, future prototypes will also apply noise terms
to the test vehicle's measurements to allow us to recreate the limitations of a USBL
navigation system. This is accomplished by modifying the camera data before it is
sent to the servos for actuation. The camera records the position of the target in its
field of view, and outputs the results in terms of the target's distance from the center
in pixels. Before the measurement is sent to the servos, we add an additional random
number usimng a random number generator from an on-board microcomtroller, such as
the Arduino.
Omie important consideration is that ramidom number generators in embedded sys-
tems generally produce uniform random variables, while for our purposes of generating
Gaussian noise, we require a norimally distributed random number. To accomplish
this, we use the Box-Muller transformation [5], which can convert between the two
distributions. For two uniformly distributed random variables, tt and v:
'= ULI2 + Lt 2  (4.4)
-2ln=sI (4-5)
In (4.6)
This yields two normally distributed random variables, zo and Z, with a mean
of zero and standard deviation of one. This is the polar form of the Box-Muller
method. It is idleally sulited1 to imp~llemlentation on small robotics platforms. since
unlike the basic form of the Box-M\uller transformation, it does not require the use of
trigonometric functions, which are comnputationally costly.
4.7 Prototype Testing Results
The first step in verifying the correct operation of the physical system is to test out
the components in a laboratory setting. This consisted of calibrating the center points
and ranges of motion of the servos, and verifying the camiera algorithm's ability to
track a moving- target in real time.
4.7.1 Servo Configuration
Initial tests were conducted in the lab to verify the mechanical linkages connecting
the servos to the fimns. To ensure that the CMUcam send1s the correct commmandls
to the servos, it was necessary to set the neutral point and ranges for each servo.
The neutral point is the servo value (0-255) at which the fins would point straight,
resulting in zero net torqiue on the vehicle. Figure 4-12 show the relationship between
measured target location and servo commands in both the vertical and horizontal
directions. The servos have upper and lower saturation limnits to prevent the linkages
from moving beyond their capabilities.
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Figure 4-12: Plot of CMUcam measurement data vs. servo commands for X and Y
axes; servos receive command from 0-255, have been set to saturate at +90 of their
neutral point, shown by dashed red line
4.7.2 Pool Testing
After preliminary lab tests of the vehicle, we began pool testing in the Alumni Pool
at the MIT main campus. The testing pool has a depth of 13 feet (3.96 meters). The
pool has a white tile floor, with a series of 12 inch wide black lane lines running the
length of the pool on the bottom. Our pooi testing was divided into several stages,
meant to verify correct operation of the vehicle before conducting target tracking
experiments.
1. Verify the integrity of watertight seals at full pool depths
2. Calibrate lead and copper weights to achieve desired dive rate
3. Calibrate camera sensor threshold value
4. Verify proper motion of control fins
5. Conduct target tracking experiments
By taking these steps ahead of time, we can minimize difficulties during the track-
ing experiments. The first step was to make sure the 0-ring seals on the nose and
tail cones prevented water from leaking into the vehicle. While this had been tested
iii shallow water in the lab, it is also important to test the seals at full pool depths,
as the pressures encountered will be higher at the bottom of the pooi. In addition
to the 0-ring seals, we installed inoisture absorbing (lesiccanit packs to remove any
residual moisture from the inside of the vehicle. The next step in the process was to
position weights inside the vehicle to lprovide the proper amount of balance during
tests. While mostly a trial and error process, proper configuration of the weights
allowed the vehicle to dive with enough velocity to p)rovidle sufficienit flow over the
control fins, while not diving so fast as to cause damage to the vehicle upon landling.
After checking the seals and installing the weights, we performed several checks
of the camera system to calibrate the threshold value to light levels common to the
pool environment. Tfhis consisted of running a camera program that saves images to
memory repeatedly to observe the light levels at the surface, the bottom, in shadow
and light, and the contrast between darkened lane lines and the light background.
As discussed in subsection 4.3.1, earlier software dlesigns aimed to track a Clark target
on a light background. Through several rounds of calibration and camera testing, we
observed that the system was unable to reliably distinguish between the target and
lane lines or areas darkened by shadow. We attempted to cover the lane lines with
white plastic sheeting, but the variability of lighting conditions and the presence of
shadows still presented difficulties for the camera's tracking program, so we switched
to using the underwater flashlight as a target.
After switching the camera tracking algorithm, we performed the camera and
servo calilbration tests again, and proceeded with p)001 trials of the vehicle. The goal
of these experiments was to observe the dynamics of the vehicle, and to test the
trackinig capabilities of the system. We began lby dlropp~ing the vehicle from directly
over the target. and gradually moved the starting point further away from the target,
to observe the inaximumn horizontal velocity of thme vehicle. Initial tests have (confrmed
that the vehicle is effective at tracking the target and guiding itself toward it from a
variety of startinig points. Figures 4-13 amid 4-14 show groups of images taken with
an underwater video camera during the tests. Each shows the vehicle along its path
to thme bottom, miaintaining a constant glide slope aimed at the target.
We have also observed that testing conditions seem to have a minor effect on
vehicle stability. Initial pool trials involved releasing the vehicle with zero initial
vertical velocity. As expected, the vehicle accelerated for a brief p~eriod before reaching
a steady (live rate. This initial period of acceleration can result in oscillations of the
vehicle, most likely because the control fins are not exerting enough force. For the
second round of tests, we gave the vehicle a slight push dlownwards to help stabilize
the trajectory earlier in the (lescent. We also reduced the control gain from 1 to .5,
which helped further reduce oscillations of the vehicle.
Throughout all of these tests, the CMIUcam recorded data for elapsed time, X and
Y target position. and target size. While not used in the control loop, the value of
target size is helpful in determining the distance to the target in the absence of other
sensors. Figures 4-15, 4-17, and 4-19 show the X position, Y position, and target size
versus elapsed time for three missions. The~ target size is shown on a logarithmic scale
(log10). The oscillations observed during testing are apparent in Figure 4-15, with
the oscillations in both the X and Y directions having a period of about 3.5 seconds.
Figures 4-16, 4-18, and 4-20 show scatter plots of X position versus Y position
over the course of a mission. At each data point, a circle is overlayed with an area
prop~ortional to the recorded target size. While the target position does not appear to
converge, this is because the recorded target position is an angular measurement, and
small pert urbations in the vehicle's orientation will ca-use larger changes in target
location with decreasing separation between them. For this reason we have also
included an "'ad.justed position" plot, which shows X and Y target locations (lividedl
by a scaling factor according to target size. These provide a clearer picture of the
vehicle's ability to lock on the target at a variety of distances, and the convergence
towards the center as the vehicle approaches the target.
Mission 2, shown in Figures 4-17 and 4-18, shows a one second (lela-y in (data
collection at the 32.5 second mark. T1his is caused by the camera program saving an
imlage to uneniory, during which the tracking program pauses for approximately one
second. After the image is saved, the program resumes, but the vehicle will usually
oscillate slightly because the target has strayed from thme center of time field of view.
I---
Figure 4-13: Underwater Images of Test Vehicle in Flight 1
Figure 4-14: Underwater Images of Test Vehicle in Flight 2
The data from several more missions are included in Appendix A.2. Missioni
4, shown in Figures A-i and A-2, shows the characteristic oscillations of the target
location, as well as the delay cause by writing the image to memory at the 88.1 second
mark. After the image write, the vehicle reacquires the target and begins to oscillate
back towards the center. This mission also shows an anomaly at the 89.6 second imark,
where the vehicle momentarily loses the target, and computes the target size as zero.
However, after one missed data point, the target is reacquired within 1/3 second, and
the mission continues. Mission 5, shown in Figures A-3 and A-4, is a relatively fast
mission, completing in approximately 5 seconds. As mentioned, later missions began
with a higher initial velocity, to improve the vehicle's stability. Mission 5 does not
suffer from any delays due to image writing, and the vehicle is able to keep track of
the target for the duration. Beginning at the 127 second mark, the vehicle begins to
oscillate slightly, but is able to stay on course.
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Figure 4-15: Mission 1: Plot of X position, Y position, and target area vs time; red
dots denote discrete data points, time is printed on log scale
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Figure 4-16: Mission 1: Scatter plot of X vs. Y position, magenta circles show
target area, growing progressively larger as vehicle niears the target, red star shows
field of view center, green star shows target starting location
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Figure 4-18: Mission 2: Scatter plot of X vs. Y position, magenta circles show
target area, growing progressively larger as vehlicle nears the target, red star shows
field of view ceniter, green star shows target starting location
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Figure 4-19: Mission 3: Plot of X position, Y position, and target area vs time; red
dots denote discrete data points, time is printed on log scale
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Figure 4-20: Mission 3: Scatter plot of X vs. Y position, magenta circles show
target area, growing progressively larger as vehicle nears the target, red star shows
field of view center, green star shows target starting location
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
This~ thesis has sought to explore the challenges faced by subsea equipment delivery
missions,- namely how to effectively guide a p~avload to a seafloor target using the
natural descent of the vehicle. This mission faces many challenges, including uncer-
tain waves and current conditions, sensor noise, and delays in position updates. The
vertical glider platform seeks to accomplish this mission by enabling a. vehicle to guide
itself using the USBL acoustic navigation system already installed on many marine
research vessels. We have demonstrated the concept of target tracking in a diving
vehicle to be effective in pool tests, and computer simulations have shown the relation-
ship between placement accuracy and navigation system parameters, environmental
conditions, and control gains.
5.1 Summary of Work
In Chapter 1 we discussed the current body of research in underwater vehicles, gliders,
navigation and near-seafloor operations. While current research with autonomous
underwater vehicles focuses mostly on self-propelled vehicles and horizontal gliders,
there is great potential in vertically oriented vehicles for underwater missions, as
vertical gliders would provide the same low power usage and simplicity as horizontal
glidlers.
In Chapter 2 we explored several design concepts for accomplishing the task of
improved equipment delivery to the seafloor. Each concept was evaluated for its
advantages, disadvantages, cost, andl level of complexity. Some concepts involved
only software or operational changes, while others required major mechanical and
electronic alterations to current subsea delivery platforms. The solution chosen for
further study was a streamlined vehicle with active control surfaces, described in
further detail in Chapter 4. This concept was chosen because it allows us to learn the
most albout vertical glider behavior, while remaining simple enough to design, build,
and test within a reasonable timieframe.
In Chapter 3 we developed several models for vehicle performance and analyzed
the effects of various system parameters on (delivery accuracy. The basic kinematic,
extended kinematic, and dynamic models each propose a progressively more complex
paradigm for vehicle motion. The basic kinemiatic model prop~oses a (direct connec-
tion between control input and horizontal motion. That is, the vehicle can change
direction instantly in response to input. The extended kinematic model adds to this
a relationship between vertical and horizontal speeds, owing to the drag induced by
a change in orientation. Additionally, we began to look at the benefits of filtering
sensor data to improve the quality of p~osition information. The dynamic model takes
into account the effects of gravity, buoyancy, inertia, lift, and drag onl the motion of
the vehicle, to present a complete picture of vehicle motion. The~ kinematic models
were integrated into MATLAB sinmulations of a test vehicle (deploymlent, to observe
the effects of varying parameters on vehicle performance.
In Chapter 4 we explored thme design and dlevelopment of a prototype vertical
glider to test out control and navigation strategies. rlhe main goal for this vehicle
was a small, self- cont ained vehicle that could be tested in a pool environment. W~e
chose to use a visual navigation system, powered by the CMIUcam, a small digital
camiera coinbined with a mnicrocontroller, which performs real-time target tracking.
The vehicle has yaw and pitch actuation through the use of control fins in the rear,
connected to hobby servos. Thme vehicle itself was contructed from plastic, aluminum,
and stainless steel, to limit the effects of corrosion from moisture. Once assembled
thme vehicle was used in a series of pool tests to olbserve its ability to track a target onl
the pool bottom and guide itself toward that target.
5.2 Discussion of Results
5.2.1 Simulation Analysis
Through computer simulation, we have sought to gain a clearer picture of how vehicle
performance is affected by changing system p~aramleters. It is fairly obvious that
increasing measurement and process noise (a>, and a,,,) wvill cause degradations in
landing accuracy (UBE). However, less clear is which factor is more imiportant, as well
as the effect of control gain on the system.
Through analysis of the basic and extenided models, we ob)served that the pro-
cess noise U1111 Which is an approximation of the side-to-side mnotion caused by ocean
currents, appears to have the most effect on vehicle p~erformnce. The errors associ-
atedi with c7,, cause a spreading out of the vehicle's average position as it descends
in the wvater, while errors associated with oT, or K remain approximately constant
over the course of a mission. Additionally, measurement error only severely affects
vehicle performance at higher control gains. Operators who are aware of condoitionis
that may increase measurement noise can configure the vehicle with a lower control
gain to minimnize this impjact.
While the basic kinematic miodel provided us with a straight forward view of the
effects of error on vehicle performance, the extended kinematic model allowed us to
observe slightly less obvious behavior. Despite providing performance very similar to
that of the basic kinematic model, the filter implemented onl the extended kinematic
model was able to greatly reduce the horizontal velocity, providing much more stable
motion. The basic and extended kinematic models have served as stepping stones
towards miore detailed simulations of the vertical glidler, and will assist in the design
of more complex computer models, as well as the design of more advanced prototype
vehicles.
5.2.2 Vehicle Design Analysis
The vehicle design phase focused on developing a vehicle that could be easily assem-
bled and operated by 1-2 people iii a closed 1)001 environment. Throughout the dlesign
process, I encountered several challenges in hardware, software, and fabrication that
required changing the (designl plans for the vehicle.
One of the main challenges faced in the design phase was the mechanical system
connecting the control fins to the servos that operate themr. Initial (designs involved
the use of bevel gears to connect the servo shafts and fin axles at right angles to
each other. This would allow op~timlal placement of the servos, while minimizing the
space they took up. However, in the fabrication process it became evident that the
precision reqluired for operation of the bevel gears was higher than what could lbe
accomplished with our available manufacturing techniques. Additionally, the use of
bevel gears would m~ake the servo assembly a closed apparatus, and once assembled
we would be unable to see inside for troubleshooting purposes. After working through
a few other designs in CAD software, I settled on using a four-bar linkage system to
drive the fins. Each fin axle is connected to a long thin aluminum piece, which is
in turn connected1 to an axle mounted on the servo. This results in a 1:1 gea ratio,
allowing servo angular movement to translate directly to movement of the fins. The
linkage required no bearings for movement, and was assembled using socket screws
andl teflon washers to allow the rotating linkage arms to move freely.
Another challenge faced was the task of placing electronics within the vehicle body
to optimize assembling and disassembling the vehicle. The CM\,Ucami consists of two
parts: the camera module and the micro controller. These components are connected
by a 32-pin connector, and are (lesigned to be mnated (lireetly to one another. However,
the space limitations caused by mounting the camera module in the front of the nose of
the vehicle necessitate an extension cable to connect the two. Original designs placed
the microcontroller board in the body section to allow easier connections to the power
circuits and servo cables. Lab testing revealed that this extension cable can cause
losses in the signal, resulting in a corrupted image being sent to the microcontroller
Iboard. After experimenting with several differenlt connector cables, we determiined
that the cable needs to be no more than 1-2 inches long to ensure a good quality
connection. This required placing the CMIUcain inicrocontroller b~oardl in the nose
compartment as well. This step also involved lengthening the servo cables, but as
the servo cables carry only an analog PWM signal, they are less susceptible to noise
losses. While making assembly slightly more difficult, this new design approach helps
to ensure proper operation of the caniera dulrinig 1)001 tests.
The research and selection of electronic components to power the vehicle was one
of balancing computational power with simplicity, ease of use, and power consump-
tion. Early designs planned on a full featured vehicle with a suite of sensors, all
communicating through a rjattleJale micro controller, which afforded multiple com-
munications channels and data logging capability on a ComipactFlash memory card.
However, it soon became clear that the Tate~l was both physically too large to
be accommodated inside the vehicle and too difficult to write effective control code
for. Development has largely ceased on it as a p~latform, so there are few peripherals
that communicate well with it. We chose to use the CMI~carn alone for processing
and data storage in early missions. While not having the same capabilities as the
TattleTale, it has a munch simpler interface, and could accomplish our control goals
on its own without needing to commnnicate with external peripherals. The Arduino,
mnicrocontroller is a promising platform once the project's complexity outgrows the
CMUcam. It has an open community of hobby robotics enthusiasts, and development
is ongoing, leading to more powerful p~roducts being developed regularly.
5.2.3 Pool Testing Analysis
As discussed in section 4.7, thme prototype vehicle is currently undergoing testing at
the Alumni pool facility on the MIT campus. Early tests have been successful, as the
vehicle is able to track the target from a variety of locations at the surface, amld is
stable enough to keep a lock on the target during the descent.
As dlisclmssed earlier, I originally intended to implement a camnera algorithm that
tracked a dark target omi a light background. This seemed a logical choice, simce
the majority of the p~ool surface was white tile, and early lab experiments shlowedI
the camiera was effective at tracking black spots on white sheets of paper. However,
we soon learned during pool tests that varying lighting condlitions causedl extremely
erratic measurements, often resulting in the camecra losing the target entirely. Several
solutions were tried, including placing white sheets of plastic on the pool bottom to
provide a homogeneous background for the target, as well as operating in shallower
waters. After these attempts p~roducedl mixed results, we dlecidled to alter the camnera,
algorithm to track a flashlight p~laced at the bottom of the pool. It was a relatively
simple software change, but greatly increased the effectiveness of the algorithm, as well
its robustness to chaniging lighting conditions and objects on the pool bottom. With
this new algorithm, the vehicle is currently capable of hitting the target consistently
from. a variety of starting locations. Further testing is planned, to include upgraded
sensors and a more powerful microcontroller based on the Arduino.
5.3 Future Work
The vehicle has performed well in initial tests, but it should be possible to tune the
performance of the vehicle and record more complete dlata. Moving forward, we have
set out several goals for improving the capabilities of the prototype vehicle, including
imuproved sensors and electronics, mechanical design changes, and more challenging
mission profiles.
5.3.1 Short Term Goals
Tihe next immediate goal for the project is to begin adding components to the proto-
typ~e vehicle to imp~rove its sensing and processing capability. These new comiponents
include:
o Compass, roll, and pitch sensor: these sensors are integrated into a single device,
which enables the compass measurements to be compensated for orientation.
Additional inertial sensors can provide information about acceleration in anly
direction.
* Depth sensor: a simple piezoelectric pressure transducer, this sensor would be
mounted on the hull of the vehicle. It enables measuremients of the vehicle's
depth in tho water, and thus can aid in estimating the vehicle's distance from
the target.
" Arduino MIicro controller: The Arduino is an open-source microcontroller plat-
form popular with hobby robotics. The board provides capability for analog
sensors, multiple serial communications channels, wireless programming, and
(lata logging.
* Wireless communications: the ZigBee protocol is a low power wireless proto-
col that allows communication with serial port enabled inicrocontrollers over a
range of distances. By installing a wireless chip such as the ZigBee, we could
remotely program the vehicle anl retrieve data without disassembling the ve-
hicle.
5.3.2 Mid-Term Goals
Jn the inid term, there are several up)grades to the current generation vehicle that
can be implemented to more closely model thme behavior of the full vehicle and its
associated USBL navigation system. First and foremost, the move from a vehicle
mounted camera to a surface mounted camera would allow us to have a navigation
system whose performance mimicked the USBL, in that accuracy deteriorates with
increased depth, as opposed to improving at the vehicle gets closer to the target. With
a surface mounted camera system, tests can still be conducted in a pool environment,
but enable quicker computations and more advanced processing since the controller
no longer needs to be contained in the vehicle.
Another design change that could be implemented on the current vehicle are
structures to improve the lift characteristics of the vehicle, to muaximize the horizontal
range it can travel effectively. One possible method for achieving this is the addition of
inidl-bodly or bow mounted wings, to improve lift. However, the addition of these wings
would1 alter the hydrodynamic lbehavior of the vehicle, possibly reducing stability, so
care must be takeni in the design. It could also be possible to miake these wings
retractable, to enable the vehicle to operate in two modes, depending on mission
p~arameters.
5.3.3 Long Term Goals
In the longer term, we hope to develop the vehicle into a full featured, ocean capable
p~latforml for subsea equipment delivery. This would involve significant upgrades to
the electronics and processing capabilities of the vehicle, as well as a major redesign of
the inechanical structure. A full scale ocean vehicle would need an acoustic navigation
and communications system to allow for the kind of control described in this paper.
The mechanical structure of thme vehicle would also mned to be configured to allow for
attachment to a sensor or equipment platform, preferably utilizing existing connection
p~oints. This would potentially require a shift away from a slender streanmlined body
to one that could integrate a variety of payloads. An important component of this
redesign would be the development of a complete model of thme vehicle dynamics,
including the effects of various payloads on system behavior. This would not only aid
in designing effective control systeums, but also in choosing time size and shape of time
vehicle to accommodate payloads most likely to be used.
The vertical glider platform could also be extended to the concept of multiple
deployment missions. By utilizing guided vehicles, a surface vessel can deploy many
vehicles in succession, allowimng each to glide down to its destination. By allowing the
surface vessel to remain in one spot, this method could significantly reduce mission
times and costs for large scale sensor (deploymnt.
5.4 Final Thoughts
Tme vertical glider prototype aud comnputer simmiulationis dlescrib~ed imn this thesis are a
first step towards developing a robust solution to the challenge of subsea equipment
delivery. W'Ae have (lemlonstrated the feasibility of an ullpowere(I vehicle guiding to-
wards a fixed target, and exploredl through computer simulation the parameters that
have an affect on the p~erformnce of such a vehicle. These results will hopefully guide
the next stage of development of vertical gliders.
Appendix A
Additional Results
A.1 Simulation Results
A.1.1 Basic Kinematic Model Results Tables
= 0.00 u,= 0.10 =0.15 oT'n 0.20 =~ 0.25
OUa 0.00 0.00 3.94 4.70 7.48 9.49
aa=0. 40 0.55 3.30 5.20 6.76 9.88
a=0.' 1.11 3.77 5.24 7.28 9.07
=1.2' 1.86 3.70 5.66 6.91 10.40
= 1. 6' 2.24 4.45 __ 5.46 7.53 8.59
Table A. 1: Basic Kinematic Model Vehicle Performnance, K = 1, values correspond
to stand~ard deviation of landling error over 100 trials, units of meters
Jl= 0.00 a, 0.10 (T,, = 0.15 (u7 =- 0.20 j ,, 0.25
0.00 0.00 2.97 4.63 5.86 7.23
(7t=0.40 0.85 2.81 4.19 6.02 6.81
=0.8, 1.67 3.43 4.16 5.72 6.40
= 1. 2' 2.57 4.47 5.39 6.25 7.82
= 1. 6' 3.38 4.79 6.10 6.23 7.51
Table A.2: Basic Kinematic Model Vehicle Performance, K =2, values correspond
to standard deviation of landing error over 100 trials, units of meters
7)= 0.00(7, U- 0.10 a, = 0.15 a,, = 0.20 o,, - 0.25
=0.00 0.00 2.01 3.26 4.46 5.50
=0. 4' 1.22 2.72 3.25 4.62 5.12
0 .8' 2.62 3.59 4.07 5.00 5.57
=1. 2' 4.41 4.56 4.77 5.72 6.75
1. 6' 5.54 6.40 7.00 7.09 7.59
Table A.3: Basic Kinematic Model Vehicle Performance, K =4, values correspond
to standard deviation of landing error over 100 trials, units of meters
(T,=0.0(0 a,, = 0.10 (T, = 0.15 a, = 0.2() a,, = 0.25
O= 0.00 0.00 1.50 2.33 3.02 4.08
g= 0.40 1.94 2.72 2.91 3.18 3.78
= 0.8' 3.60 4.14 4.63 5.35 6.13
=1. 2' 5.67 6.45 6.59 7.42 7.73
7j= 1.60 7.55 7.70 8.89 8.87 8.08
Table AA4: Basic Kinematic Model Vehicle Performance, K =8, values correspond
to standard deviation of landing error over 100 trials, units of meters
A.1.2 Extended Kinematic Model Results Tables
= 0.00 u- 0.10 a,,, = 0.15 or,, = 0.20 (T,, = 0.25
(= 0.00 0.00 0.52 1.01 1.54 2.15
(= 0.40 3.46 4.08 3.88 3.99 4.19
(T(, = 0.8' 5.48 5.77 5.85 6.47 6.47
Ort= 1.20 6.18 6.36 7.06 6.83 8.31
-r,=1. 6' 10.62 8.44 10.00 10.19 9.28
Table A.5: Extended Kinematic Model Vehicle Performance, K' 1, values
correspond to standard dleviation of landing error over 100 trials, units of meters
O = 0.00 o,, = 0.10 ouw = 0.15 aw = 0.20 or, = 0.25
0CI= 0.0, 0.00 0.83 1.90 2.93 2.81
= 0.40 3.03 2.58 3.44 4.04 4.45
-r,= 0 .80 4.45 4.70 4.76 5.24 5.70
(T,= 1.20 5.08 5.31 6.07 6.87 6.06
a= 1.60 7.29 8.00 7.71 8.06 8.27
Tfable A.6: Extended Kinematic Model Vehicle Performance, K -- 2, values
correspond to standard deviation of landing error over 100 trials, units of meters
= 0.00 ci,= 0.10 o~= 0.15 o~= 0.20 ci,= 0.25
Jr,, = 0.00 0.00 1.26 2.47 3.99 6.27
-or, = 0.40 2.16 2.51 3.50 4.95 6.17
or,= 0.80 3.29 3.35 4.74 5.17 7.13
o,,=1. 20 4.02 4.62 5.11 5.75 7.11
=i 1.6' 5.62 6.38 6.29 6.94 7.73
Table A.7: Extended Kinematic Model Vehicle Performance, K = 4, values
correspond to standard deviation of landing error over 100 trials, units of meters
______ 
ct,= 0.00 c = 0.10 c = 0.15 c = 0.20 c = 0.25
ca=0.00 0.00 1.98 3.93 5.76 8.32
cia = 0.40 1.43 2.79 4.56 5.37 7.84
-or, = 0.80 2.56 3.07 4.85 6.35 8.18
or,, = 1.2' 3.13 3.58 3.92 6.16 9.31
-or, = 1.60 3.61 4.29 5.57 7.15 8.15
Table A.8: Extended Kinematic Model Vehicle Performance, K = 8, values
correspond to standard deviation of landing error over 100 trials, units of meters
A.2 Pool Testing Results
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Figure A-i: Mission 4: Plot of X position, Y position, and target area vs time; red
dots denote discrete data points, time is printed on log scale
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Figure A-2: Mission 4: Scatter plot of X vs. Y position, magenta circles show target
area, growing progressively larger as vehicle nears the target, red star shows field of
view center, green star shows target starting location
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Figure A-4: Mission 5: Scatter plot of X vs. Y position, magenta circles show target
area, growing progressively larger as vehicle nears the target, red star shows field of
view center, green star shows target starting location
Appendix B
Source Code
Listing B.1: CMUcain Source Code, Camera Only
0 /* CSEM control software , oniy uses CMUcam , with JPEG save*/
// algorithm internal parameters
#define X-CENTER 176 IIcenter of the CHUCAM picture, X axis
*define Y-CENTER 144 IIcenter of the CMUCAM picture, Y axis
5
// Servo Calibration
#define X-SERVO-NIDDLE 135 IIX Servo middle position
#defime Y.SERVO-MIDDLE 128 IIY Servo middle position
10 // Control parameters
#define GAIN-.X 1 IIgain of the proportionnal controller, axis X
#define GAIN-Y 1II gain of the proportionnal controller, axis Y
#define X-SERVO-.STEP 90 IIsaturation boundaries for X-servo
#define Y-SERVO-STEP 90 IIsaturation boundaries for Y-servo
15
// Compass Parameters
#define COMPASS-SIZ 20
// control parameters
20 #define MIN-WHITE-.INTESITY 210 IIbrightness a pixel must have to be taken into
account by the algorithm
#define IMG-INTERVAL 10000 IITime to wait in milliseconds in between saving an
image to memory card
void set-target(int* p-x, int* p-y, long* p-coef, int* p-count); // acquires target
void set-target-save~int* p-x, int* p-y, long* p-coef, int* p-file); // acquires
target and saves image
25 void compute-servos(int x-error, mnt y-error, int* p-x-servo, int* p-yservo); I
computes servo commands from target position
mnt main (void)
f
IVARIABLES DECLATATION
30 mnt x-.f; IIX target position
mnt y-f; //Y target position
long coef =0; // target size coefficient
mnt count; //count of dark or light pixels
mnt x-.servo =X-.SERVO-MIDDLE; IIInitializes Rudder servo to center position
:35 mnt y-servo =Y-SERVO-MIDDLE; //Initializes Elevator servo to center position
mnt imgsave =0;
mnt fcount;
// TEST :length of the process
40 mnt start-time; //Start time of the program in milliseconds
mnt last-time; IILast recorded time in milliseconds
last-time =cc3-t imer-.getcurrent -ms() I Initializes variable to current CC3
timer
start-.time= cc3-timer-get-current-.mso); // Initializes variable to current CC3
timer
45
while (i)
if((cc3_.timer~get~current.ms() - last-time) > IMG-INTERVAL) //test for wait
interval, save JPEG snapshot
50 set-target-save(&x-f,&yf,&coef,&fcount); // Acquire target position and
save
printf("limg-save\n"); // Note that an image was saved
last-time = cc3-timer-.get..current-.mso; // Note the time, for next wait
interval
imgsave = 1;
55 else
set-target(&x-f,&yf,&coef,&count); // Acquire target position
imgsave = 0;
60
if Ccoef == 0) // meaning :if no black pixel is found
printfC"NouTarget. ...\n"); //this is the error message sent
cc3-led-set-state (2,true); //lights the second LED on the CMUCam
65 }
else //meaning :there is at least one black pixel found
f
compute-servos(x-f, y-f, &x-servo, &y..servo); // Computer servo commands
70 printf("(%d,%d) ;C%d,%d) ,%d\n",x-f,y-f,x.servo,y-servo,count); // Print info
to command line
I
cc3-.gpiosetservoposition(O,x-servo); IISend command to rudder servo
cc3-gpio-setservoposition(,y-servo); //Send command to elevator servo
75 }
return (0);
I
void set-target(int* px, int* py, long* p-coef, int* p-count)
80 f
cc3-image-t img;
mnt y = 0;
long coef 0;
long sum-.x =0;
85 long sum-y =0;
mnt xc;
mnt yc;
mnt counter =0;
90 cc3-pixbuf-load ; ITake a picture with the camera and load it into the
internal pixbuf.
img.channels = 1; // we use one single channel
img.width =cc3-g-pixbuf-frame.width; // set frame width
img.height =1; // image will hold just 1 row for scanline processing
img.pix = cc3-malloc.rows (1);
IThis tells the camera to grab a new frame into the fifo and reset
Iany internal location information.
cc3-pixbuf-frame-set-coi (CC3-CHANNEL-SINGLE);
100 while (cc3-pixbuf-.read-rows Cimg.pix, 1)) // read a row into the image picture
memory from the camera
for (uinti6.t x =0; x < img.width; x++) // Cycle through pixels in the row
uint8-t white ((uintS.t *) img.pix) [xl; // record the brightness value
105 if (white > KIN-WHITE.INTENSITY) f // if brightnees is higher than threshold
sum-x += x; // sum of recorded x positions
sum-y +- y; //sun of recorded y positions
coef += 1; /1coefficent sum
counter++; // count of recorded pixels
110}
115 xc = (sum-x/coef) - X-CENTER; //average of x positions, adjusted to center
yc = Csum-.y/coef) - Y-CENTER; //average of y positions, adjusted to center
*p-coef = coef;
*p-x = xc
120 *p-y = yc;
*p-count = counter;
free Cimg.pix);
125
void compute-.servos(int x-.error, mnt y-.error, int* p-.xservo, int* p-.y-servo)
// Variable declaration
mnt x-servo-simple; IIexpected L-servo position without saturation limits
130 mnt y-servo-.simple; // expected Y-servo position without saturation limits
mnt x-servo; IIexpected X-servo position WITH saturation limits
mnt y-servo; IIexpected Y-servo position WITH saturation linits
// sets X-servo position
135 x-.servosimple = GAIN-X*x.error;
if (x-servo-simple <= X.SERVO..STEP && x-servo-simple >=
servo command is within bounds
-X-SERVO-.STEP) // ensure
f
x-servo = X-SERVO-MIDDLE+x-servo-simple;
140 }
else if Cx-servo-simple < X-SERVO-STEP) // ensure servo conmand is within bounds
f
x-servo = X-SERVO-MIDDLE-XSERVO-STEP;
}
145 else IIensure servo command is within bounds
f
x-.servo =X-SERVO-MIDDLE+X-.SERVO-STEP;
}
150 // sets Y-servo position
y-servo-simple = GAINY*y-error;
if (y.servo-simple <= Y-SERVO-STEP && y-servo-simple >= -Y-SERVO-STEP) IIensure
servo command is within bounds
f
155 y-servo = Y-.SERVOMIDDLE+yservosimple;
I
else if (y-servo..simple < Y-SERVO-STEP) // ensure servo command is within bounds
f
y-servo = Y-SERVO-MIDDLE-Y-SERVO-STEP;
160 1
else // ensure servo command is within bounds
f
y-servo =Y-SERVO-MIDDLE+Y.SERVO-STEP;
165
/1sets values
*p-.x-servo = x-.servo;
*p-yservo = y-servo;
Listing B.2: MATLAB Simulation Sample Code
0 % Sample MATLAB Code,* Common Parameters
trials =100;
dt = 1;
D =4000;
5 Cs = 1500;
Sa = U;
Sw = ;
K [I ;
Number of trials to conduct
Simulation time step, in seconds
Max depth of mission, in meters
Speed of sound in water,
Measurement Error StdDev
Process Error StdDev
Control Gain
10 % Basic Kinematic Model Parameters
z-dot=
x = U;
x-.dot=
15 Z = [;
t = H;
alpha
i=1;
Vertical rate of descent , in meters per second
X position
X velocity
Height from bottom
Elapsed time in seconds
measurement
20 V% Initial Conditions
x(i) = 0; % Vehicle starts directly over target
z(i) - D; %. Initial height from bottom
t(i) = 0; %. Initial time
alpha(i)=0; %. Initial angle measurement
nUpdate = 0.0001; %. Initialize the update delay so that the vehicle will take a
measurement
while Cz(i)>0)
t~i+1) = t(i) + dt; % increment time by dt
30 z(i+i) = z~i) + z-dot*dt; %. increment vertical position by z-dot*dt
x(i+i) = x(i) + K*alpha~i)*z-.dot*dt + Sw*randn*sqrt(dt); %. move sideways
according to measurement alpha and noise Sw
if (nUpdate>t(i)) %. if delay for new position update has not passed
alpha(i+i)=alpha(i); %. keep measurement the same
35 else %. if delay for new position update has passed
nUpdate - t(i)+2*(D-z~i))/cs; %. reset delay according to two-way travel time
to surface
alpha(i+i) = atan2(x~i),D-z(i))+ Sa*randn; %. take new measurement
end
40 1=1+1;
end
%. Extended Kinematic Model Parameters
45 tau =26.6;
Kf =dt/(tau + dt)
Xmax = .5;
a=2/-.81;
b=-1. i*a;
50o c=. I*a;
X = 11;
x-dot=
Z = 1;
,55 z-dot=
alpha =
alphaf
1];
[1;
[]
= 1];
%. Filter time constant in seconds
%. Filter gain
%. Max horizontal velocity
%. Parameters for velocity relationship
x position
x velocity
height from bottom
dive rate
elapsed time in seconds
measurement
filtered measurement
60 ii1;
%. Initial Conditions
100
X(i) = 0; % Initial x position, directly over target
x-.dot(i) = 0; % Zero initial x velocity
65 z(i) = D; % Initial height from bottom
z-dot~i) = 1; % Initial dive rate of 1 rn/s
t~i) = 0; 7% Initial time
alpha(i)=0; % Initial measurement
alpha-f(i)=0; % Initial measurement estimate
70
nUpdate = 0.0001;
while Cz(i)>0)
t(i+1) = t(i) + dt; %. increment time by dt
75 x-dot(i+i) = -K(1)*alpha-.f~i); % intended x velocity
x~i+l) = x(i) - K(l)*alphajf(i)*dt; % intended increment of x
if (x-dot(i+1) > Xmax) %. check to see if xdot is over the maximum
x-.dot(i+l) = Xmax;
80 x(i+i) = x(i) + Xmax*dt;
elseif Cx-dot(i'-) < -Xmax) % check the negative of x-dot as well
x-dot(i+i) = -Xmax;
x(i+i) = x~i) - Xmax*dt;
end
85
% z-dot below has a quadratic relationship with x-dot
z-dot(i+l) = -(b + (b-2 - 4*a*c + 4*a*abs(x-dot~i+i)))-(112))/(2*a);
rw = randn; % normally distributed random number
90 x-dot(i+1) = x-.dot~i+l) + Sw*rw; % add process noise to x-.dot
x(i+l) =x(i+i) + Sw*rw*sqrt~dt); % increment x with process noise
z~i+l) = z~i) - z-.dot~i)*dt; % increment z position
95 if (nUpdate>t(i)) % check to see if update interval has passed
alpha(i+i) = alpha~i); % keep measurement the same as previous
alpha-.f~i+1) = C1-Kf)*alpha.f~i) + Kf*alpha~i); % low-pass filter calculation
else %. if its time for an update
nUpdate = t(i)+2*(D-z~i))/cs; % reset update interval
100 alpha~i+1) = atan2(x(i),D-z(i))+ Sa*randn; % take new measurement
alpha-fi+i) = (1-Kf)*alpha-f(i) + Kf*alpha~i); 7. low-pass filter calculation
end
ii+1;
105 end
101
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